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Zusammenfassung

Ziel dieser Arbeit war die Entwicklung eines numerisches, 3-dimensionales Gletscher¬

modells, welches die zeitliche Entwicklung von Gletschern und Eisschilden unter der

Berücksichtigung von Längsspammngen erlaubt. Als Grundlage dazu diente der Mcchanik-

algorithmus, den Blatter 1995 im Journal of Glaciology vorstellte.

Im ersten Paper "Numerical modelling of glacier evolution: a case study of Gries-

gletscher, Swiss Alps.'' wird das Gletschermodell beschrieben und an Hand des Gries-

gletschers (Schweizer Alpen) getestet. Besonderes Augenmerk galt dabei der numeri¬

schen Stablität und der Anwendbarkeit des Modells auf kleine Gletscher (< 10 km).
Es zeigte sich, dass das Modell die beobachtete Entwicklung des Griesgletschers gut

reproduziert. Die Genauigkeit der Resultate wurde dabei hauptsächlich durch die

reine Höhenabhängigkeit der Massenbilanz und der eingeschränkten Kenntnisse über die

Gleitverhältnisse an der Gletscherbasis limitiert. Eine Abschätzung über die Entwick¬

lung des Griesgletschers für die nächsten 100 Jahre ergab, dass sich der Gletscher unter

Klimabedingungen, wie sie die letzten 30 Jahre im Durchschnitt vorlagen, bis zum Eisfall

zurückziehen wird. Die selbe Simulation, jedoch mit einer mittleren Massenbilanz der

frühen 90er Jahre, ergab einen noch stärkeren Rückzug des Gletschers und eine Abnahme

des Gletschervolumens um ungefähr 60%. Der Beitrag durch Schmelzwasser zum Stausee

unterhalb des Gletschers wäre dabei durchschnittlich 10% des Beitrages durch den Nieder¬

schlag, allerdings mit einem Spitzenwert von ungefähr 20% zu Beginn der Simulation.

Durch Vorschreiben einer konstanten Massenbilanz nimmt die Menge des Schmelzwassers

mit fortlaufender zeitlicher Integration ab.

Im zweiten Paper "Modelling glacier response to measured mass balance forcing"'

wurde das Modell unter dem Aspekt der gegenseitigen Validation von Modell und Mess¬

daten auf den Storglaciären angewandt. Auf Grund der sehr hohen verfügbaren Da¬

tendichte bietet sich dieser Gletscher besonders für diese Validation an. Es existieren

eine sehr genaue Karte des Gletscherbettes und des Einzugsgebietes, fünf topographische
Karten der Eisoberfläche für die Zeitspanne zwischen 1910 und 1990 sowie eine lükenlose

Zeitreihe von Winter- und Sommermassenbilanzen über die letzten 53 Jahre. Die Messun¬

gen und auch die Modellsimulationen zeigten, dass sich sowohl das Volumen als auch

die Oberflächentopographie von Storglaciären in den letzten 20 Jahren nur marginal

veränderte. Für die Modellsimulationen lagen die Massenbilanzen in zwei Formen vor,

zum einen in höhen- und zeitabhängiger Form und zum anderen als Karten, so dass die

räumliche Variation über dem Gletscher berücksichtigt ist. Die simulierte Entwicklung des

Storglaciären stimmte dabei sehr gut mit der beobachteten überein obwohl kein Gleiten an

der Gletscherbasis berücksichtigt wurde. Es ergaben sich relativ geringe Unterschiede in

den Resultaten, wenn an Stelle der Massenbilanzkarten nur rein höhenabhängige Massen¬

bilanzen das Modell antrieben. Auch zeigte sich, dass in Modellsimulationen die jährlichen

Variationen in der Massenbilanz keine Auswirkung auf die längerfristige Entwicklung des

Gletschers haben.

Die Entwicklung des Storglaciären bei einer sukzessiven Erhöhung des CO2 Gehalts in

der Atmosphäre auf 2xC02 über die nächsten 50 Jahren ist das Thema des dritten Papers

"Storglaciären in doubling CO2 climate"'. Durch drei unterschiedliche GCM-Läufe, einem

"Downscaling" und einem Gletscher-Massenbilanz-Modell wurde die Massenbilanz für den
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Storglaciären für ein 2xC02 Klimascenario bestimmt. Die Entwicklung des Gletschers über

die nächsten 50 Jahre wurden mit dieser Massenbilanz und dem Gletschermodell simuliert.

Dieses Modellexperiment wurde von der heutigen Klimasituation gestartet. Während der

Integration über die 50 Jahre wurde die Masscnbilanz linear von den heutigen Bedingun¬

gen auf die 2xC02-Verhältnisse angepasst. Durch die oben erwähnten Verifikationsex¬

perimente war das Gletschermodell optimal geeicht worden. Die Simulation zeigte, dass

der Storglaciären ungefähr 30% seines heutigen Volumens einbüssen wird, würde sich das

Klima so wie geschätzt entwickeln.

Das letzte Kapitel dieser Arbeit "Ice sheet modelling'' setzt, sich aus einem einleiten¬

den Kapitel und einem Paper zusammen. In diesem Teil der Arbeit wurde das Modell

in der Antarktis auf ein Gebiet um den Dome C herum und auf die Summit Region von

Grönland angewandt. Da die Längsspannungen nur an Orten relevant sind, an denen

die Eisoberfläche waagerecht ist oder dort wo starke Variationen des Gleitens existieren,

macht es auch nur Sinn, dort das Modell anzuwenden. Aus Gründen der Rechenzeit

wäre es zur Zeit nicht möglich, mit dem hier präsentierten Modell die Entwicklung eines

gesamten Eisschildes mit einer vernünftigen horizontalen Auflösung von beispielsweise 50

km zu simulieren. Aus diesem Grund wurde das Modell mit einem "shallow ice approx¬

imation" (SIA) Modell gekoppelt. Das SIA Modell bestimmt die Geschwindigkeiten und

die Oberflächenentwickhmg für das gesamte Eisschild unter Vernachlässigung der Nor¬

malspannungsgradienten. Für ein spezielles Gebiet wir das hier vorgestellte Modell in das

SIA-Modell "genested"'. Das heisst, für dieses Gebiet werden die Geschwindigkeiten und

die Oberflächenentwicklung mit dem neuen Modell bestimmt. Dieses Verfahren bietet die

Möglichkeit sowohl die Eisdynamik des gesamten Eisschildes zu berücksichtigen, als auch

die Längsspannungen in den Gebieten, wo sie relevant werden. Spezielles Augenmerk bei

der Anwendung des genesteten Modells galt dabei der Bestimmung des Eisalters in Bohr-

kernen. Wie sich für Dome C in der Antarktis herausstellte, wurde der gesamte Dome auf

Grund der Längsspannungen "überspült". Dieses Phänomen war bei den bisher verwende¬

ten SIA-Modellen nicht sichtbar gewesen. Es kann erwartet werden, dass das Eisalter am

Dome C dadurch stark beehmusst wird. Für die Summit Region auf Grönland ist das Eis

auf Grund der Längsspannungen deutlich weicher. Die Berechnungen ergaben deutliche

Unterschiede im Eisalter in den unteren 500 Metern des Eises. Das neue Modell datierte

das Eis ein drittel jünger als das SIA-modcl.
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Abstract

The aim of this research was to develop a numerical 3-D glacier model which computes

the evolution of glaciers and ice sheets by taking into account the longitudinal stresses. It

is based on the mechanical algorithm introduced by Blatter (1995).

In the first paper "Numerical modelling of glacier evolution: a case study of Gries-

gletscher, Swiss Alps.", the glacier model is described and is tested for Griesgletschcr,

Swiss Alps. Special consideration was directed towards the numerical stability and the

applicability of the model to small glaciers (< 10 km). Results show that the model

determine the development of Griesgletscher with reasonable accuracy. The accuracy of

the results was mainly limited by only imposing a height dependent mass balance on the

model, and the limited knowledge of sliding at the glacier base. An estimate of the evolu¬

tion of Griesgletscher over the next century reveals that the glacier tongue would retreat

back to the icefall given a continuation of the averaged climate conditions for the last 30

years. A comparable simulation, using the averaged mass balance from the early 1990's,

reveals a larger retreat and a decreasing of the ice volume by approximately 60%. Melt

contributes, on average, 10% of the inflow of water to the dammed lake below the glacier,

however, with a maximum contribution of 20% at the beginning of the model simula¬

tion. Since the imposed mass blance is constant in time, the melt rate is decreasing with

integration time.

The main focus of the second paper "Modelling glacier response to measured mass

balance forcing" was the validation of the model and. as it turned out, a validation of the

measured data. Storglaciären was used due to the availability of data, namely, an accurate

map of the glacier bed including the catchment area, 5 topographical maps of the glacier

surface between 1910 and 1990, and a continuous time series of summer and winter mass

balances for the last 53 years. The measurements and the model simulations reveal, that

the volume and the surface topography of Storglaciären were almost in equilibrium for

the last 20 years. For the model simulations, the mass balances were available in two

forms: height and time dependent: and as maps, which include the spatial distribution of

the mass balance. The simulated evolution of Storglaciären closely matched observations,

even though sliding was not taken into account. Imposing the two different mass balances

on the model only causes small changes in the model results.

The evolution of Storglaciären under a linear increase of atmospheric CO2 to 2xC02

levels over the next 50 years is the topic of the third paper "Storglaciären in doubling CO2

climate". With three different GCM runs, a "Downscaling" and a glacier mass balance

model, the mass balance for a 2xC02 scenario on Storglaciären was determined. Today's

climate was used to start the simulation with the glacier model. During the 50 years of

integration, the climate was linearly adjusted to the computed 2xCÛ2 scenario. Optimal

tuning of the glacier model was archived using the validation experiments discussed in the

second paper. The simulation suggests that the volume of Storglaciären would decrease

by approximately 30% for such a climate change.

The last chapter "Ice sheet modelling" consists of an analysis of ice sheet modelling for

both the Antarctic ice sheet and the Summit of Greenland. Improved results using this

model, can be archived when longitudinal stresses become important, e.g. in regions with
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vanishing surface slope, or in regions where basal sliding significantly changes. Due to the

large computation time required, it is not possible to compute the evolution of the entire

ice sheet for a reasonable horizontal grid spacing of 50-100 km using this model. Therefore,

the ice sheet was computed with a shallow ice approximation (SIA) model. In this model,

normal stress gradients are neglected. For specific regions, in which these stresses become

important, the new model was nested into the SIA model. This procedure combines the

advantage of both models. The ice dynamics of the entire ice sheet arc taken into account

as well as the longitudinal stresses for regions where they play an important role. This

coupled model was applied to the Dome C in the Antarctic and to the Greenland Summit.

For Dome C, ice flow is radial from the Dome if the SIA model computes the velocity

fields. This is not the case if the normal stress gradients are taken into account. The ice

is forced over the dome region, following the general flow pattern. It is expected that this

significantly affects the ice age at Dome C. For the Greenland Summit, the longitudinal

stresses cause a softening of the ice, resulting in a significant difference in the computed

ice age for the lowest 500 meters. In the SIA-model. the computed ice age is three times

older than computed by the model, as presented in this study.
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Nbimerical modelling of glacier évolution : a case study of

Griesgletscher, Swiss Alps.

Olaf Albrecht, Heinz Blatter

Institute für KHmaforschuug. Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich. CH-8057 Zürich,

Switzerland

Abstract

A tin ee-dimcnsioiial nuinciieal glacier model was tested with Griesgletscher, Valais.

Switzciland. The model computes the flow of the ice considering the role of normal

stress gradients and the evolution of the ice suifacc foi given mass balance scenar¬

ios. By using input well within the uncertainty of the available data the model can

reproduce the ob&eived evolution of the ice volume for the 30-vear peiiod under con¬

sideration, if sliding is permitted in the teiminus tcgion. The results suggest that

Giiesgletscher is likely to lose moie than half of its ice mass within the next century

if conditions couespondmg to the climate of the eailv 1990s will prevail.

1 Introduction

The visible landmarks left by glaciers since they started to retreat in the early 19th century

fascinate people, local residents and tourists alike. The Swiss Alps have lost approximately
50% of their glacier ice over the past 150 years (Haeberli and others, in print). Most glaciers

are continuing to retreat and the fate of such glaciers is of concern to people involved in

the tourist industry, or those responsible for security of settlements, constructions or water

resources.

In several studies the evolution of alpine type valley glaciers was modelled (see Schmeits

and Oerlemans, 1997; Oerlemans and others. 1998, and references therein). Blatter (1995)

presented an algorithm, which allows one to compute the three-dimensional ice velocity

field for a given glacier geometry, taking normal stress gradients into account. Hubbard

and others (1998) yielded promising results for steady state irms of Haut Glacier d'Arolla,

Switzerland, using this algorithm.

In this study, the numerical scheme of Blatter (1995) was modified to improve numer¬

ical stability and accuracy, and a surface evolution part was added, which allows one to

compute the temporal evolution of glaciers. In the present work, the model was applied
to Griesgletscher, Valais. Switzerland (Fig. 1).

Two types of numerical experiments are presented: 1) The evolution of Griesgletscher
from 1961 to 1991 was modelled using observed annual mass balances for this period. The

1
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FïGt.RE 1: Map of Griesgletschci of 1991, Valais, Switzerland.

results were compared with glacier maps surveyed over this time span. In the first of these

experiments, sliding was omitted; in the second experiment, sliding was diagnostically

prescribed to fit the modelled velocity field and surface evolution to observations in the

lowest tongue area. 2) The evolution of Griesgletscher for the coming century is projected

by assuming two different climate scenarios, firstly a constant climate corresponding to

the average of the time period from 1961 to 1993. and secondly a constant mass balance

corresponding to that of the early 1990s.

2 Griesgletscher

Forecasts of the evolution of Griesgletscher (Fig. 1) were of interest during the planning
for construction of a dam in the 1950s (Bindschadler. 1980). In 1965 the dammed lake

flooded the glacier tongue. In 1966. 1.5 • 10° m3 of ice calved off, mostly in a single event,
and the glacier tongue retreated by approximately 120 m (Vischer, 1979).

Digital topography of the surface is available for the years 1962. 1979, 1986 and 1991.

A map of the glacier bed was obtained from ladar sounding along 11 transverse profiles
in 1987 and 1989 (Vieli. 1996). Griesgletscher is split dynamically into the fast flowing
thick south-western (orographic right) side and the shallow slowly-flowing south-eastern

side. A steep step is situated hallway downglacier.

Mass balance measurements on Griesgletscher began in 1961 and continue to the present

day (Figures 2, 3). In the most positive mass balance year (1976), almost the entire glacier
surface was an accumulation zone. Such a mass balance, if it were to last for a century,
would result in an advance of the glacier tongue well across the dammed lake as well as the

dam itself (Vieli and others. 1997). In the most negative balance year (1989) the entire

glacier was an ablation zone.

As input for the glacier model, elevation-dependent mass balance of Funk and others
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(1997) was used. Funk (1985) demonstrated for the Rhonegletscher. Switzerland, that

most of the spatial variations in the annual mass balance can be explained with a height

dependency. Albrecht and otheis (in print) have simulated the evolution of Storglaciären,

noithern Sweden, by forcing a glacier model, fiisffv with spatially distributed mass bal¬

ances and, secondly with mass balances that aie only elevation dependent. The differences

in the results are explainable by the effects of steep topography and snow drifted and de¬

posited by wind in marginal areas of the glacier. This suggesls that it Is acceptable to

compute glacier evolution by using elevation dependent mass balances, if more detailled

spatially distributed mass balance information is not available.
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3 Glacier model

The glacier model consists of two coupled parts, 1) a routine to compute the velocity field

based on the ice geometry and ice rhcology, and 2) a routine to compute the temporal

evolution of the ice surface and ice margin based on the velocity field and the mass balance.

3.1 Stress and velocity fields

In Cartesian coordinates (j , (/. z), where x and y are the horizontal coordinates and z the

vertical coordinate pointing opposite to the direction of gravity g, the governing equations

for the force balance are

Ox Ox oy Oz Or

<7^hl + d^2±
+ dIl±+dI}E =pg°^l (2)

Oy Oy Ox Oz Oy

where au arc the deviatoric and t,} the shear stress components, p is the density of ice

and S is the local surface elevation. The first three terms on the left side of Eqs. (1)
and (2) are of the order of the small aspect ratio e (ratio between vertical and horizontal

extent of the glacier) with respect to the leading terms of order one. Terms of order e2 and

higher powers are omitted (Colinge and Blatter. 1998): thus Eqs. (1) and (2) are called

first order approximations in t.

To close the set of equations, a constitutive equation that relates the strain rate tensor

D and the stress deviator S is required:

B^AF(Tn)S, Jr/ = ^tr(S2), (3)

where yl is the rate factor. F the creep response function, In is the second invariant of

the stress deviator and "ti" denotes the mathematical operator trace (Paterson, 1994).
The traditional choice is F(I[f) — (T//^77-1^2. with n ~ 3. Regularity of the integration

procedure requires a finite viscosity law. such that F(0) / 0. Thus, we specify F = Ijj + Lo,

where to is proportional to the inverse of the viscosity lor vanishing effective stress. A is,

in general, a function of temperature, but in this case it is held constant as the glacier
under consideration is isothermal. The first order approximation of Eq. (3) written in

Cartesian coordinates is

-^^Ailn + ^vii. (4)

|~ =^i/ + *oKy. (5)

~t
= 2A(In + t0)T)z. (6)
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dv

Oz
2A(In + t0)TyZ, (7)

du dv

Oy 0 r

+ =2A{ln + to)r%v

with

In =- a2, + o;jy 4 axlcTytJ
-4- r2y 4 t;.z + r2z . (9)

where « and v are the horizontal components of the velocity in x and y-directions, respec¬

tively. The boundary conditions are vanishing shear tiaction at the free surface, and basal

velocity.

The stress and velocity fields were computed with the use of the numerical algorithm

presented in Blatter (1995). The algorithm applies the method of lines by discretising

the equations with respect to the horizontal coordinates x and y. The integration of the

obtained set of ordinary differential equations in the vertical direction, by using a Rungc-

Kutta scheme, is started at the base with prescribed velocity components and an initial

guess at the basal shear traction. This integration, in general, does not meet the condition

of vanishing surface shear traction. A fixed point iteration scheme

T^-T^-ßT*]** O<0<1 (fO)

is applied to shoot for the correct surface boundary condition. r^J, r£lf and T°\d? are the

new and old basal and the old surface shear tractions, respectively, at a given grid point

(i,j). To obtain convergence, the iteration factor ß must be chosen:

ß <2cxp(-2il/t) , (fl)

where M is the number of grid cells in the horizontal direction. Condition (If) practically

restricts the convergence range of the iteration scheme to horizontal grid size of larger

than approximately average ice thickness of the glacier.

With the algorithm of (Blatter. 1995) large horizontal gradients in the stress fields may

lead to a numerical decoupling of even and odd grid points, by splitting the solution and

thereby producing an unnatural oscillation with a wavelength of two grid cells. By using

higher order asymmetric finite différence schemes (Colinge and Blatter, 1998) the even

and odd grid points are recoupled. hence yielding a smooth solution,

3.2 Surface evolution

The evolution of the local ice thickness II ( r, y. f) = S(r. y. t) - B(x. y. t) is determined by

the local mass balance b(x.yj) = b(S(x.y. t)) and the local mass flux divergence, V/,/",

dS-h V f~~h
9{HÜ) d{Hr)

M9Ï
ät-b-Vhf^b~-^ ^-, (12)
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where t is time, S and B are the surface and bed elevations, respectively, and u and v are

the vertically averaged horizontal velocity components.

An explicit Eurer scheme is stable for computing the surface evolution of small glaciers

using Equation (12), even if the glacier shrinks into small ice patches of only a few hundred

meters in diameter. This scheme is not stable for glaciers larger than approximately 10

km in length.

For larger glaciers, Equation (12) is transformed into a "diffusion" type equation:

f - " - I (Dx) -

T
(E-f) ,13>

at Ox \ Ox J Oij \ Oy J

where

D = (Hü)
OS]

dx
and E = (He)

OS

Idy
(14)

Two different "diffusivities'' are required, because ice flow is not necessarily aligned with

direction of steepest surface slope. To avoid equation (13) becoming singular for vanishing

surface slope, D and E are substituted by a small uumber of 10~9 or —10~9 at such

points, depending on flow direction. Equation (13) can be integrated by using a Crank-

Nicolson scheme and an iterative scheme (e.g. conjugate gradient method) for solving the

resulting large sparse linear system (Press and otheis. 1986). The implicit schemes applied

to Equation (13) are not stable for glaciers smaller than 10 km.

The handling of the advance and retreat of the ice margin closely follows the schemes

used in ice sheet models (e.g. Huybrechts. 1992). However, a comparison of different

schemes has not clearly identified the best method for stepping the ice margin (Vieli,

1996; Vieli and others, 1997). In general, the steady-state ice margin position obtained

by using different advance-retreat schemes differed little (within grid resolution). The

advance or retreat rates, however, differed significantly. It remains unclear whether these

schemes are truly nrass conservative, and further investigation is necessary.

4 Model experiments and results

In this section, four numerical experiments for Griesgletscher are presented: two experi¬

ments for model validation, and two experiments to predict the glacier evolution for the

next century. In all experiments a time step of one year was used. The observed mass

balances of each individual year between 1961 and 1991 were taken into account for the

validation runs. In the two prediction experiments, the evolution of Griesgletscher for the

next century was modelled using the 1991 topography as an initial condition. In the first

predictioir run. the model was forced by a mass balance, averaged over the warm years

1989 to 1994, representing a future greenhouse climate. In the second run, a mass balance

averaged over the period from 1961 to 1993. for which mass balance data is available, was

imposed on the model.

The best value of rate factor A (Eq. 3), which is the only tuning parameter in the ice

flow model, was found to be 0.07 a~lbar~3, which corresponds to the value of Vieli (1996).
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Hubbard and others (1998) found 0.08 a_1bar" 3 for Haut Glacier d'Arolla. Similar values

in the range of 0.06 a""1 bar"3 to 0.08 a_1bar~3 were found for different temperate valley

glaciers using a finite element flow model (Gudmundsson, 1994).

Since a test run of the model with 100 m grid spacing yielded the same result as with

150 m spacing (but required ten times more computation time), the model experiments

were carried out with a grid spacing of 150 m.

4.1 Validation runs

The mass balance series from 1961 to the present, and the surface maps of 196L, 1979, 1986

and 1991 provide a database that can be used for validation of the model. Two control

runs were carried out: in the first one (control run a) sliding was neglected; in the second

one (control run b) it was taken into account. Both runs were started with the 1961 sur¬

face topography of the glacier and forced with the mass balance versus altitude function,

derived from observations by Funk and others (1997). The map in Figure 4 shows the

difference between the measured ice surface topography of 1991 and the computed ice sur¬

face topography of the validation run a. Except for some particular regions of the glacier,
this difference is smaller than ±f0 m. However, the computed ice thickness is up to 30

m too small in the lower tongue area and up to 50 m too large for some isolated smaller

patches along both sides of the glacier. This pattern proved to be very robust against

unrealistically large variation in the rheological properties of ice and unrealistically large

changes in basal topography. This result strongly indicates that the prescribed elevation-

dependent mass balance deviates locally from the true mass balance distribution. This

is confirmed in mass balance maps for balance years, e.g. from 1981/82 to 1983/1984,
for which a dense net of mass balance observations existed (all mass balance maps men¬

tioned in this section are referred to the report ''Die Gletscher der Schweizer Alpen"' of

the Schweizerische Naturforschende Gesellschaft SNG) and show local minima for these

regions. The observed pattern seems to be persistent (M. Funk, personal communication,

June 1999), however, it is not documented quantitatively and systematically. Therefore,
it was not possible to superimpose these deviations on the prescribed elevation-dependent

mass balance.

Figure 5 shows the computed temporal evolution of the ice volume during the period

between 1961 and 1991 for control run a, together with the ice volumes in 1961, 1979, 1986

and 1991 obtained from the available maps. Between 1961 and 1980 the ice volume varies

little and the computed volume for 1979 is close to the volume taken from the topographic

map. Since 1980 the total mass balance of the glacier was negative every year and the

glacier volume has shrunk ever since. However, the modelled glacier fails to shrink to

the measured volume of 3.9 • 108 m1 in 1991 obtained from the topographic map. The

difference between measured and computed ice volumes in 1991, 5.7 107 m3. is far too

large to be explained by the large calving event in 1966 alone. The calved ice volume of

1.5-101 mi is only 0.01% of the total glacier volume, and only 0.25% of the volume change

ocouring between 1961 and 1991. Furthermore, such a change at the tongue affects only
the flow field within a short distance of approximately 5 to 10 times of the average ice

thickness upglacier from the glacier terminus (Paterson, 1994: Blatter and others, 1998).
Observed surface velocities in the tongue area (Kääb, 1996) are found to be as much as
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Figure 4 Contom plot ot the ditfeience between the measuud 1991 ice thickness and

the computed 1991 ice thukness loi Giiesgletschei (contiol urn a) Positive \alucs imply

that the glacier is thickei than pi edit ted b\ the model md tomei stly In the dark shaded

regions modelled itc thickness is 0 lOmeteis lowei than meismed and m the light shaded

aica ice thickness is o\u cstimitcd by the same magnitude Contom mtci^al is 10 m

11bO 19<^ 1^0

FIGURE 5 Time senes oi ict \olume ol Giiesgletschu toi tin penod 1961 tluough 1991

with late iactoi 4 0 07 solid hue without shdm^ dotted hut with sliding The

astensks show volumes taken honi maps made horn aieal photogiaphs taken m the years

1961 1979 1986 and 1991
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ten times larger than the computed velocities (Fig. 6). This explains the underestimation

of the ice thickness in the tongue area and the overestimation of the total ice volume of

the glacier. Due to an underestimated ice flow, more ice is stored at higher elevations of

the glacier where melt, is smaller.

FIGURE 6: Surface velocity in the tongue area of Griesgletscher.

To assess a possible reasons for the differences between modelled and measured topog¬

raphy at the tongue area of the glacier and between the ice volumes, a second model run.

including sliding in the tongue area, was carried out (control run b). Sliding area and

sliding velocities were prescribed in such a way that observed (Kääb, 1996) and computed
surface velocities at the tongue match closely. Although this procedure docs not solve a

problem that is properly stated physically (K. Hutter, personal communication, December

1997), it docs solve a mathematically well posed problem. It is thus a reasonable way to

investigate the sensitivity of the glacier evolution with regard to sliding, although only in

a strictly diagnostic way. The use of a prognostic "'sliding law'' is as questionable as pre¬

scribing sliding velocities. It is not possible at present to constrain a sliding law accurately

enough to compute the spatially and temporally strongly varying sliding velocity with any

confidence. Sliding in the ablation area redistributes the modelled mass in a way that is

closer to that observed. The total computed volume of approximately 3.9 108 m3 for 1991

is close to the observed volume of 3.85 • 108 m"* (Fig. 5. dotted line). The modelled ice

thickness in the tongue area (Fig. 7) matched the measured ice thickness to within 10 m,

on average.

Figure 8 shows scatter plots, for selected years, of the annual mass balance bn =

b(S(i,j)) at the model grid points versus the computed mass flux divergence, V/,/,7, at

the corresponding grid points for control run b. For an equilibrium state, all of these

points must lie on the straight lines, b — -V/,/. plotted in the figures. Points below these

steady state lines indicate local surface lowering. The mass budgets of the years 1962

and 1983 were nearly balanced. However, the two scatterplots show different patterns

that demonstrate different mass balance patterns. For the year with the most positive
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FlGURr 7 The same as 4 but including sliding

3 c [n/c]

FIGURE 8 Scatteiplots of annual mass budger \eisus \<-itnal component ot ice velocity
at the suifacc foi all gi id points on Giiesgletschei loi 1962 1977 1983 and 1989 1977

was the most positne mass budget vcai, 1989 was the most negatne \eai 1962 and 1989

are examples loi ueaih balanced mass budget yeais
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budget, 1977, the majority of the points lie above the steady state line, whereas for the

most negative year, 1989, all the points, except three, lie below the steady state line. In

general, the points scatter widely within a given range of values: {(&î7, V/,/,7)|5mjn < bt] <

bmàx and (V/l,/)mm < V/,/,7 < (V/)/)max}. The aspect e, •= [(V,j/)max~ (V/J)mm]/(6max -

bmm) of the rectangular domain, which includes the scattered points, provides information

pointing out the importance of the flow field with respect to the surface changes. If es <C 1,

the local mass balance dominates the local surface changes and ice flow plays only a minor

role. Such a glacier is merely melting back without being affected significantly by the slow

ice velocity. For Griesgletscher e » 1. which indicates the importance of a realistically

modelled ice flow field to obtain a realistic evolution of the ice surface. The scatterplots

together with the quantity c5 provide a diagnostic tool to asses the state of a glacier in

a given climate. In addition to the net mass balance for the entire glacier, this diagram

allows one to analyse the spatial variation of the local rate of change of the surface.

4.2 Prediction of Griesgletscher for the next century

The evolution of Griesgletscher in the next century was modelled by using the 1991 topog¬

raphy as an initial condition for both prediction experiments. Furthermore, sliding was

taken into account in a similar way as in the second validation iun. To prevent too large

sliding velocities in the retreating and thinning tongue area, the local sliding velocity was

decreased proportionally to vh. where h is the shrinking local ice thickness, and sliding
was set to zero for ice thickness smaller than 10 in.

Two predictions with different mass balance scenarios are presented. In the first exper¬

iment, a constant mass balance corresponding to the elevation-dependent mass balance

of Funk and others (1997) averaged over the period from 1961 and 1993 was imposed on

the model. Figures 9a and 9b show the initial ice thickness map of L991 and a map of

the computed ice thickness after 100 years of integration. During the first 60 years of

integration, the volume of Griesgletscher shrinks (Fig. 10. dotted line) at a maximum

rate of approximately 106 m3 per year. Figure 9b reveals, that also for a mass balance

averaged over the whole period from 1961 to 1993, which corresponds to about the period
of the present climate norm, the glacier tongue retreats close to the ice fall after 80 years

of integration. At this point in time, the glacier starts to gain mass again (Fig. 10).

In the second model experiment, a constant mass balance corresponding to the

elevation-dependent mass balance of Funk and others (1997) averaged over the period
from 1989 and 1994 was imposed on the model. These mass balance vears were years with

strongly negative net mass balances compared to the other years, and can be considered

representative for a climatic wanning due to a mildly enhanced future greenhouse effect.

With this mass balance, the glacier retreats to the ice fall two kilometers behind the

present terminus. The glacier loses approximately 60% of its initial ice volume (Fig. fO,
solid line). Figure 10 (dashed line) shows the annual ice loss of the glacier. In this scenario,

a mean amount, of 2.4-106 m' of water per year will run oil the glacier into the dammed

lake for such a climate scenario. This corresponds to approximately 10% of the mean

annual precipitation of about 2500 mm per year in the catchment area of approximately
10 km2.
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Figure 9 Plots of ice thicknesses of Giiesgletschei a) 1991 measmed, b) Piojected ice

thickness m 2090, staitmg with the 1991 topogiaph\ foi the mean mass budget ot the

budget years horn 2961 to 1993 c) Same as b) but with an a\eiaged mass balance ol the

penod between 1989 thiough 1993 Contom lines show ice thickness Contom mtcival is

20 m m all panels

5 Discussion and conclusions

In this study we present a numencal glaciei model and demonstrate its ability to predict

the evolution of a glaciei loi a gnen mass balance scenaiio The model computes the

3-dimensional ice velocitv held including the iole ol de\iatonc stiess giaclients and it is

able to handle a spatially cbstiibuted surface mass balance to evolve the ice sruface It

constitutes a tool foi lealistic computation of the evolution of alpine glacieis and small

ice caps At piesent the application of the model is lesfncted to isothernial (temperate)

glaciers
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2000 2020 2080

Figure 10: Thepiojcctcd volume evolution is shown foi a) imposing mean mass budget

of the budget ycais 1961 thiough 1993 (dotted line) b) imposing mean mass budget of the

budget years 1989 thiough 1993 (solid line) Dashed line sbows net melt of Giiesgletschei
for imposing mean mass budget ol the budget \cais 1989 thiough 1993

The solution of the corresponding mathematical problem requires computationally ex¬

pensive numerical methods, and in addition, glacier models based on continuum mechanics

necessitate a larger and more accurate data input. Among the basic requirements are a

map of the ice suiface at some point in time, a map of the glacier bed, and spatially (lat¬

erally and vertically) distributed mass balance data. The requirement of more accurate

topographic data, especially the bed topogiaphy. is paitlv clue to the power law stress-

strain rate relation, which makes modelling of ice movement sensitive to uncertainties in

ice thickness. As the different îesults of validation runs demonstrate, the most serious

limitation in the accuracy of modelled glacier evolution stems fiom the limited knowledge

about sliding.

The mass balance of a glacier suffers huge year to yeai variations. This is in contrast,

to the relatively small year to year vaiiations in ice thickness, and consequently in the

flow field and mass flux divergence. The robustness of patterns of the modelled surface

changes of Griesgletscher with respect to a range of rate factors indicates that mass balance

variations dominate the local thickness variations and. even more, the variations m the

total ice volume of a glacier. However, local changes in the flow field, such as locally

imposed sliding, may influence the surface topogiaphy and even the total volume of the

glacier over a longer peiiod of time

A close comparison of model results with field data not only helps to identify missing

physics in the model, but also draws attention to uncertain or missing information about

the glacier. The validation runs for Giiesgletschei- demonstrate the importance of field

data being a quality comparable to the model itself. As it turns out. m this particular-

situation, the numerical experiments are as much a test of the data as they are a test of

the model results. This invites interaction between field experimentalists and modellers,

not only to provide crucial input data for the models but also, m turn, to provide more

theoretical background for the design of field experiments addressing specific questions.
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Abstract

Measurements of summer and winter mass balances have been earned out over the

past 53 years on Storglaciären in northern Sweden. Repeated surveys of the glacier

have resulted in several maps of suifacc topography as well as in a map of the bed

topography. A new time-dependent ice flow model allows us to compare the observed

surface evolution of the glacier with that computed by the model using measured

mass balance maps as input. The computed volume change compares well with the

measured change: The model îepiicates the distribution of smface elevation to within

±10 m over 30 years of integration. On the model side, these deviations can be

attributed to the low resolution discicfisation of the model domain as well as to the

limited accuracy of the ice iheologv and omitted basal sliding. On the other hand, the

uncertainties of the topography and mass balance maps match the model uncertainties.

In this sense, the experiments are a validation of both model and observations.

1 Introduction

Glacier response to climate change is important for evaluating the effects on other envi¬

ronment components such as sea-level changes. Meier (1994) showed that the contribution

from the melting of small glaciers (mainly valley glaciers) produces a significant effect on

global sea level. Moreover, such changes occur over shorter time periods than the resulting

output from ice sheets, since the response time of small glaciers compared to that of ice caps

and ice sheets is shorter. However, to accurately assess the effects of the climate change

on glaciers, several processes must be assembled to form a functioning model. Firstly,

a coupling between climate and glacier nrass balance must be accomplished. Secondly,

the coupling between mass balance and glacier geometry must be described. Thirdly, the

change in glacier geometry must be translated into the sea-level change.

The first point was attempted by feeding the output of a Global Circulation Model

(GCM) experiment into a temperature-radiation index melt model (Schneeberger, 1998).
This model was developed and tested for Storglaciären by Hock (1998. L999).

The second point, is the core of this paper in which a three-dimensional time-evolving

ice flow model is presented. The model is validated by comparing computed and surveyed

glacier geometries after the model was forced by the observed present mass balance.

16
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The glacier model was developed by Abbrecht (1999) and is based on Blatter's (1995)
mechanical model. The innovations of this model are, compared to Blatter's algorithm,

a routine which allows for the computation of the evolution of the glacier geometry, and

an improved numerical scheme to guarantee numerical stability. Preliminary studies with

Blatter's algorithm (Hubbard and others, 1998) yielded promising results.

In order to validate the model, a well studied glacier is required where testing of the

model against measured quantities and experiments designed to constrain processes can

be performed. Storglaciären was chosen since it has long and detailed historical records for

a large number of variables including mass balance, suifacc evolution, and surface velocity.

In this paper, the first results from the model are presented and compared with the

measured surface evolution of Storglaciären between 1959 and 1990.

2 Storglaciären

2.1 Physical description

Storglaciären (67° 55' N, 18° 35' E) is a polyfhermal glacier in northern Sweden. The

work on Storglaciären began in t945 by Schytt. following the suggestion of Ahlmann

(Schytt, f947, 1959: Ahlmann, 1951). Since them a wealth of data has been recorded on

Storglaciären (see overviews provided in e.g. Holmlund and others, 1996; Jansson, 1996).
Five topographic maps of the glacier surface have been produced, of which four are used

in this study (Fig. la d): 1959 (Holmlund. 1996). 1969 (Schytt, 1973), 1980 (Holmlund.

1987), and 1990 (Holmlund, 1996). These maps were constructed from vertical aerial

photographs. The map for the bed topography was produced by Herzfeld and others

(1993), based on geo-radar surveys and bore-hole drilling on the glacier (Fig. le).

2.2 Mass balance data and model input

Long-term mass balance measurements were carried out annually since the 1945/46 mass

balance year (e.g. Jansson. 1999) for winter and summer balances. The winter balance has

been measured in a 100 mxlOO m square grid covering the entire glacier since 1966 (Jans¬

son, 1999). This square netwoik captures the high variability in the accumulation pattern

on Storglaciären (Fig. 2) which results from wind-driven erosion and deposition caused

by small scale variabilities in the ice surface topography. Before f 966. the measurements

were made with a set of profiles across the glacier. The density of measurements during
this early period remained high, but it is likely that the early maps capture fewer details

of the winter balance pattern.

The summer balance on Storglaciären is determined by traditional stake measurements.

Approximately 40 to 50 stakes aie used each year, dliese stakes are located in order to

evenly cover the glacier. The network is modified from year to vcar depending on problems
caused by field conditions such as the burial of stakes during winter. The summer mass

balances from the stakes generate a distributed summer balance map. The lower sampling

density of summer balance can be justified by the lower spatial variability of melt compared
to snow accumulation (Fig. 2).
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Figure 1: Maps of surface topography of Storglaciären: a) 1959 (Holmlund, 1996), b)

1969 (Schytt, 1973), c) 1980 (Holmlund, 1987), d) 1990 (Holmlund, 1996), and e) bedrock

topography (Herzfeld and others, 1993). Contour interval is 20 m.
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In this study, all surface topography maps, as well as the subglacial topography, have

been digitised together with maps of both winter and summer balance for the period from

the 1960/61 mass balance year up to 1990/91. The maps were digitised and converted into

10 mx 10 m grids by using the Kriging routines in the commercially available SURFER

software package. In order to reproduce the onginal topographic and mass balance maps

it was necessary to find an optimal point spacing along lines. Through trial and error, it

was found that 75 m along-lme distance yielded, on aveiagc. the best lesults. A dense grid

(10 m) was chosen such that a subset of the data grid could be used for different model

grids.

The bed topography map was combined with the stnrounding topography to produce a

diainage basin topography (Fig le). From a comparison of the surveyed ice thickness and

the ice thickness determined from bore-hole (hilling, an enor of ±5 m can be estimated

(Herzfeld and others, 1993). The drainage basin map was converted to a grid similar to

that, used for the surface topography.

The mass balance maps for individual years show strong high frequency spatial vari¬

ability, as shown in Fig. 2. Averaging the digitised and com cited mass balance maps over

the 30 yeais significantly smoothes the pattern (Fig. 3), which indicates that the spatial

vaiiations vary from year to year.
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a /'/'A 1000m

Figure 3: Averaged mass balance maps of (a) annual (h) summer and (c) winter mass

balances foi the peiiod 1960-1990.

Comparisons of the interpolated and the original, hand-drawn mass balance maps reveal

that the largest differences arc between 0.25 and 0.50 m water equivalent (w.eq.). Jansson

(1999) suggests errors in the measured mass balance to be approximately 0.1 m w.eq..

which translates to an uncertainty in the volume of 0.3x 10h m3 for the entire glacier, or

roughly 0.1% of the glacier volume.

3 The numerical model

The model experiments were carried out using the glacier model of Albreclit (1999), which

consists of two sections dealing with glacier mechanics and surface evolution, respectively.

In the mechanics part, discussed in detail by Blatter (1995), velocity and stress fields
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are computed from the glacier geometry by solving the force balance:
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and using a stress strain-rate relation of the form:

D = AF(tn + t0)S . Ij, - -;-tr(S2) . (3)
1

D is the strain-rate tensor, X the deviatoric stress tensor and Ij{ its second invariant, "tr"'

denotes the mathematical operator trace. The deviatoric normal stress components arc

denoted a„, t,, are the shear stress components, .r, y and z are the cartesian coordinates, p

is density, g gravity and A is the rate factor, to is proportional to the fluidity for vanishing
effective stress and F is the creep response function.

The integration of the obtained set, of ordinary diffcreniial equations starts with pre¬

scribed zero-sliding velocities and an initial guess of the shear traction at, the glacier base.

Using a Runge-Kutta scheme, the differential equations were integrated vertically. If the

surface boundary condition (vanishing surface shear traction) is not met, the basal shear-

traction is corrected and the integration is repeated. In order to avoid numerical insta¬

bilities, an asymmetrical finite difference scheme (Colinge and Blatter, 1998) was used to

determine horizontal derivatives instead of central differences, as used by Blatter (1995).

In the present study both approximations, the first order approximation taking account

of longitudinal stress gradients, and the shallow ice approximation (Hutter, 1983) omitting
these stress gradients, were applied for comparisons.

Tn the second section of the model, the evolution of the glacier surface is computed with

respect to a given mass balance and the divergence of the velocity field by the following-

equation:

OS 0(Hv) 0(11 e)
- mb - -\~A _ _L^ < (4

cJt Ox Oy

where S is surface elevations, f the time, rrp, is the local accumulation/ablation rate, H

is ice thickness and û and v are the vertical mean components of the horizontal velocity
field. Time integration of this equation has been achieved by using an explicit numerical

scheme (Albreclit. 1999).

4 Model experiments and results

The following three experiments were carried out:

Experiment 1: The annual mass balance is prescribed as a function of elevation and

time. The data utilized for this model run are the same as those used by Ströven

(1996) and are based on stake measurements for the period from 1963 to f 993. Since

no mass balance data were available for the period from 1960 to 1963. mass balance

maps were imposed on the model for these years.
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Experiment 2: For each year, from winter 1960/1961 up to summer 1990, corresponding

winter and summer mass balance maps have been imposed on the glacier model at

corresponding half-year time steps.

Experiment 3: As for Experiment 2. but with annual mean mass balance maps input

at half-year time steps.

In all experiments, the volume change is expressed in m w.eq. and the glacier is con¬

sidered to consist entirely of ice. Although this is not the case in reality since a glacier

partly consists of firm pending results from work in progress by T. Schneider (personal

communication) on the firn of Storglaciären show that this shortcoming, acknowledging

an additional error in the calculation, can be accepted. The effect of these assumptions

is to produce slightly different slopes. However, it must be remembered that the slope is

the first derivative of elevation which means that small corrections in elevation produce

second-order changes in slope which may not significantly affect the calculation. The en¬

tire ice volume is considered temperate so that any potential effects of the relatively thin

cold surface layer on Storglaciären are neglected.

At this point, it is not feasible to formulate a prognostic sliding law which takes into

account the variations of sliding in space and time, as well as all the related physical

processes such as water drainage, water pressure and decoupling of the glacier base. Fur¬

thermore, comparison of measured (Hooke and others. 1989) and modelled (Fig. 4) surface

velocities shows a very good agreement in terms of velocity pattern and relative magnitude

without sliding. Thus, sliding is not considered in the model runs.

Figure 4: Map view of the combined surface velocitv held for two steady state runs for

the 1990 glacier topography. The picture is a composition of the two runs, each with 100

m grid resolution, but with giids shifted relative to each other bv 50 m in both coordinate

directions, to show the coherence between the runs.

All model experiments were carried out with a grid spacing of 150 m and were integrated
in time from winter 1960/1961 to summer 1990. Because no topographic map of 1960 was

available, the model runs began with the unsmoothecl 1959 map, and no spin-up procedure
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was applied. For summer 1990, integrations were stopped and model results were compared

with the topographic map of 1990.

With a rate factor of 22.2 xlO-16 s^1 kPa-:j the best agreement was reached between

simulated and observed glacier evolution and for computed and measured surface veloc¬

ities. This value is close to that found by Hubbaid and others (1998) for Haut Glacier

d'Arolla (20.0xl0~16 s
-1 kPa-3) and also close to the value used by Gudmundsson (1999)

for the computation of the Unteraargletscher (23.7xl0~16 s-1 kPa~3).

Figure 5 shows the measured ice thickness of 1990 (Fig. 5a) with 20 m contour intervals

together with the differences between the measured and computed ice thicknesses with 5

m contour intervals for Experiments L (Fig. 5c) and 2 (Fig. 5b). Figure 5d shows the

result for an additional experiment, in which winter and summer balances were imposed

on a shallow ice approximation model. Because the normal stress gradients do not occur in

the effective stress of the shallow ice approximation, the ice is harder. To get comparable

results to the first order approximation model, the rate factor was increased to 28.54x 10~lfc>

s
l kPa 3. The results of the third model experiment are not shown as they are almost

identical to those of Experiment 2. In the dark shaded regions, modelled ice thickness is

between 0 and 10 meters lower than measured, while in the light shaded area, ice thickness

is over-estimated by the same magnitude.

The model has produced results close to the observed surface shape of 1990, except for

two grid points in the upper boundary area. The difference plots (Fig. 5b,c) show that, the

two types of input for Experiment t and 2 generate similar results. It is evident that the

weakness of the elevation dependent mass balance input in Experiment 1 results in larger

errors than in Experiments 2 and 3. particularly in regions where the observed balance

distribution shows large lateral variations, e.g. in the lower left area of the plots. In this

region, the computed ice thickness is underestimated in all model experiments. This is

because the mass balance measurements were not recorded there every year, since this area

is steep and the danger of avalanches exists. The mass balance values in these areas are a

result, of interpolation and extrapolation. This area is on the west side of a ridge, which

can cause locally increased accumulation due to the lee effect snow drift. This introduces

some uncertainty in the accuracy of the calculated mass balance of the area. Such effects

are more prominent in Experiment f. in which information on spatial distributions of

the mass balance is entirely lost due to a simple elevation-dependent mass balance input.

Figure 5d reveals a significantly larger error in the central part of the glacier if the shallow

ice approximation is applied.

The measured difference in the surface elevation between 1990 and 1959 is shown in

Figure 6a, the computed one for Experiment 2 is illustrated in Figure 6b. In the past 30

years the glacier has lost mass in the lower regions whereas the ice thickness has increased

in the higher regions. The general pattern of the modelled changes in the ablation and

accumulation zones are close to the observed changes, except for a narrow stripe in the

central part of the glacier. In general, the modelled magnitude and spatial variability is

somewhat larger than observed.

In Figure 7, evolution of the ice volume is shown for the three model experiments.

Since the difference between model Experiments 2 and 3 is that Experiment 2 is driven

by alternating winter and summer balances and Experiment 3 is driven by the annual
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Figure 5: Results from model Experiments 1 and 2. (a) 1990 ice thickness from measured
surface and bed topography, (b) Difference between measured and modelled ice thick¬
ness for 1990 from model Experiment 2. (c) Same as (b) using the elevation-dependent
mass balance input of Experiment 1. (d) Same as for Experiment 2 using a shallow- ice
approxirnation model.
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Figure 6: Difference of the glacier surface elevation between 1990 and 1959. (a) measured

(b) computed from Experiment 2.
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Figure 7: Ice volume variations of Storglaciären 1959-1990: Experiment 1 (dotted line),
Experiment 2 (solid line) and Experiment 3 (dashed line). Asterisks show ice volumes

obtained from digital elevation maps of corresponding surface and bed topographies.
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balance for both winter and summer time steps, the resulting curves in Figure 7 coincide

once each mass balance year. The perfect agreement of both curves after each year for

the entire time integration convincingly demonstrates that the seasonal variations in the

mass balance are negligible. The model result using the elevation dependent mass balances

produces considerable deviations from the distributed balance model runs.

The simulated volume change can be compared with the volumes evaluated from the

digital surface topography and the bed topography (henceforth referred to as measured

volume). The measured volume generally agrees well with the volume computed from the

mass balance input except, for the 1980 map (Fig. 7). However, the accumulated mass

balance indicates that very little change can be expected during the periods from 1969 to

1980 and from 1980 to 1990. It seems justifiable to assume that the 1980 map is inaccurate

by a systematic underestimation of surface elevation bv 5 to 10 m.

5 Conclusions

The aim of the present studv was to investigate the coupling between mass balance and

glacier evolution. With the use of digitised gridded winter and summer mass balance maps

for the period between mass balance years from 1960/1961 to 1990/1991, we examined the

two-dimensional effect of the mass balance distribution on the glacier evolution. Three

model experiments were carried out by forcing the first-order-approximation model with

(t) an elevation-dependent mass balance; (2) winter and summer mass balance maps in a

half-year time step; and (3) annual mass balance maps, which have been computed from

the winter and summer mass balances.

A very good agreement was obtained between the model result and the observed topog¬

raphy of Storglaciären for 1990. The estimated error is generally less than 10 meters (Fig.

5b, c). No difference is visible between model Experiments 2 and 3, which indicates the

negligible effect of mass balance variations on time scales of seasons. The result of model

Experiment 1, in which an elevation-dependent mass balance forced the model, generally

yields good results in (Fig. 5c). However, the discrepancies between the model compu¬

tation and observations are larger, especially in the south-eastern part of Storglaciären.
This is caused by neglecting topographic effects on the spatial distribution of mass balance

by using an elevation-dependent mass balance. In addition, the evolution of the glacier-

volume for Experiment 1 deviates from the others (Fig. 7). This suggests that modelling of

glacier evolution with elevation dependent mass balance input may yield larger deviations

from the observations, especially for long term (more than 50 vears) integrations.

The combination of the high density of available mass balance data and the numerical

model provides a possibility to validate both the model and the data, e.g. the increased

accumulation due to a lee effect in the south-eastern part of the glacier, or the error in

the 1980 topographic map can be identified. It is also possible to obtain a characteristic

distribution pattern for the mass balance, which can be used to generate a simulated

distributed balance if only elevation dependent mass balance is available. The work by

Sclmeeberger and others (in prep.), in which a GCM-model is used as input to an energy

balance model of the glacier (Hock, 1998), can further be improved with the observed

characteristic balance distributions. Such an approach will allow computations of both
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historical and future scenarios of mass balance variations and their effects on the glacier

volume.
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Abstract

A distributed temperature-radiation index glacier melt model was used to derive

the net, balance of Storglaciären, northern Sweden, in the year 2050, using a climate

forecast from a ECHAM1 global climate model tune slice experiment based on the

IPPC IS92a scenario.

A doubling in atmospheric C02-concentration (2xCO?) in 2050 is predicted to

cause an annual mean tempeialure increase of 2.9°C with respect to the present day

control-run, and an annual precipitation increase of approximately 6%. The predicted

warming is more pronounced in winter than in summer and the increase in precipita¬

tion is larger in winter than in summer. The observed trerul towards a more maritime

climate during the past decaeles is predicted to continue. The increase in winter pre¬

cipitation will not compensate the increase in melt due to higher temperatures and

longer melt seasons. The net balance of Storglaciären will decrease from -0.03 m pet-

year at present to -1.13 m for the 2xC0>2-situation in 2050.

A glacier flow model was used to predict the evolution of Storglaciären for the time

period between 1990 and 2050, assuming a linear change from the net mass balance

of 1990 to the estimated mass balance of 2050. The model results show a decreasing

of the glacier volume of approximately 30% in these 60 years.

1 Introduction

The aim of this study is t o provide a forecast of the mass balance of a glacier in an enhanced

greenhouse climate, using a melt/accumulation model forced with a GCM climate based

on the IPPC scenario lS92a (IPCC. 1990). The climate scenario is computed with the

ECHAM4 GCM in a time slice experiment with a T106 high resolution "control run''

(present climate) and a T106 high resolution 2xCÛ2 10 years time slice up to the middle

of the next century. The time slice runs are connected with a transient run with the

lower resolution ECHAM T42 GCM coupled to the OPYC ocean model (Roeckner and

others, in print). A downscaling procedure of the GCM result for a representative grid

point to the local situation on the glacier was defined by calibrating the GCM control run

with the observed climatology of the Tarfala research station. The method was applied

to Storglaciären, northern Sweden, for which a mass balance model was developed and

29
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tested (Hock, 1999). The large amount of available climatological and glaciological data

makes Storglaciären an ideal object, for this study.

Storglaciären is situated in the Kebnekaise mountain massif in northern Sweden (lat.
67°55' N, long. 18°35' E). It is a small valley glacier with a length of 3 km and an area

of approximately 3.1 km2, ranging from 1130 m to 1720 m a.s.l. in altitude (Fig. 1). The

glacier is situated at, the foot of Kebnekaise (2117 m a.s.l.) in a valley basin with four-

over-deepened areas and is surrounded by mountain ridges steeply rising several hundred

meters higher than the glacier surface at, the centre and with a back-wall rising some

400-500 m above the upper firn regions (Hock. 1999),

Figure 1: Map of the Tarfala region with Storglaciären.

The climate on Storglaciären and at Tarfala research station is dominated by cyclonic

activity originating from the circumpolar westwind zone. There is a predominant annual

pattern in wind velocities: generally stormy winter months (October to December) with

frequent and strong storms from SW, W and NW. bringing moist air from the ocean,

succeeded by relatively calm summer months with lower wind speeds (Schneider-, 1997).
The prevailing wind direction on the glacier is northwest to north. This can be interpreted
as katabatic winds with increase in mean wind speed from north to south across the glacier

(Hock andNoetzli, 1995).

The climate of the area is characterized by both continental and maritime influences.

Further to the east, the climate is more continental with low winter temperatures, rela¬

tively high summer temperatures and generally low precipitation rates (Holmlund, 1987).
Weather stations in northern Sweden generally report continental conditions as having
been more prevalent before 1910 than after, which in turn, led the duration of the maxi¬

mum glacier extent well past the "little ice age" (1600-1850). Grudd and Schneider (1996)
found a change towards a more maritime-type climate for Tarfala research station for the

period of 1965 to 1995 with nearly constant, summer temperatures and winters with a

distinct, warming trend. Maximum temperatures usually occur in late July/early August
with daily maxima of about +10°C to +15°C, and winter minima ranging between -10°C
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and -20°C, dropping below -25°C during extremely cold period (Grudd and Schneider,

L996).

Precipitation measurements in the Tarfala region are scarce and questionable. In addi¬

tion to the usual measurement errors, the precipitation gauge at Tarfala research station is

not heated, making winter measurements suspect. Measured summer precipitation seems

to be more reliable provided that the systematic gauge underestimate is accounted for.

Mean annual precipitation is 900 to 1000 mm, of which approximately 350 mm is summer

rain (Grudd, 1989).

2 The models

a) The ECHAM-GCM time slice experiment

The model used in this study is the ECHAM1 GCM (Roeckncr and others. 1996).
which is the latest version of the ECHAM model series developed at the Max Planck In¬

stitute for Meteorology (MPIM). Hamburg. These GCMs were evolved from the spectral

numerical weather forecasting model of the European Centre for Medium Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF) and were extensively modified at MPIM, Hamburg, for climate ap¬

plications. Compared to the precursor model version ECIIAM3 (Roeckner and others,

1992), ECHAM4 incorporates revisions of a number of key climatic processes. Several

studies document improvements in various aspects of the simulated climate in ECTIAM4

(Roeckner et al. 1996. Wild et al, 1996, 1998). In particular, the simulated summer cli¬

mate over Europe has become more realistic in ECHAM4 (Wild and others, 1996), which

is the focal area in this study.

In the framework of the EU Project SIDDACLICH (Simulation. Detection and Diag¬
nosis of Anthropogenic CLImate CHarrge) (Cubasch and others, 1997), climate change
scenarios of unprecedented high resolution were jointly performed by the Swiss Federal

Institute of Technology and the Max Planck Institute. The aim was to obtain scenarios

at the highest horizontal resolution currently used in climate modeling: 1.1° (T106). This

was motivated by the fact that an increase in horizontal resolution up to this magnitude
results in an improved simulation of the precipitation fields, particularly in areas where

orography-induced precipitation is dominant, such as over the polar ice sheets (Ohmura
and others. 1996).

Since it is not feasible with todav's super-computing resources to run such a high res¬

olution GCM over several decades, as required in transient climate change experiments,

a "time-slice" method was adopted (Cubasch and others. 1995: Wild and others, 1997).

Thereby the high resolution atmospheric model is run at the time where the CO2 concen¬

tration is expected to double, using prescribed boundary conditions of sea surface temper¬

ature and sea ice distribution, which are derived from a lower resolution, transient coupled

atmosphere-ocean scenario run. Specifically. T106 (1.1°) experiments with ECHAM4 were

carried out for both present day and 2xCO^ conditions with associated sea surface tem¬

perature and sea-ice distributions derived from a transient scenario run with ECHAM4

at T42 (2,8°) resolution coupled to the OPYC ocean model (Roeckner and others. 1999).
This scenario run takes into account a gradual increase in CO2 and other greenhouse gases

according to the IPCC Scenario IS92a (IPCC, 1990). The T106 experiment tor present
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day conditions uses the Atmospheric Model Inteicomparison Project (AMIP) Sea Surface

Temperature (SST) climatology (Gates, 1992), superimposed with detrended SST vari¬

abilities from the coupled T42 experiment, representative for the decade 1971-1980. The

experiment under 2xCOi conditions is representative for the decade 204f-2050 and uses

the SST obtained through a superposition of the AMIP SST climatology with the mean

SST changes between the periods 1971-1980 and 20 11-2050 and the SST variabilities for

2041-2050, both taken from the coupled T12 experiment.

Previously, a similar experiment was performed with the precursor model version

EC1IAM3 T106 (Wild and others. 1997). using the boundary conditions from an earlier-

scenario run with model version ECIIAM1 at coarser resolution (T21, 5.6°) and coupled

to the LSG ocean model (Cubasch and others. 1992). While the ECHAM3 T106 model

was integrated for 5 years for both present and 2x00^ conditions, the ECHAM4 T106 ex¬

periments were each prolonged to 10 years, thereby ensuring statistically more significant,

results. Since the ECHAM4 time slice experiments were integrated over a longer period

with an improved model version, and with SST boundary conditions inferred from a more

recent transient run, results from the ECHAMf scenario experiments rather than from

ECHAM3 are used in the present stnclv.

b) The glacier mass balance model

A distributed degree-day glacier melt model, developed by Hock (1999), is used to

calculate snow and ice melt on the glacier based on air temperature, precipitation and

potential direct clear sky radiation. The model gives best results for daily melt with a

minimum of necessary measured climate data. Potential direct, solar radiation is computed

using the position of the sun and a map of the local and surrounding terrain. Air tem¬

perature and precipitation information for many regions are available from meteorological

stations or from GCM experiments for different climate scenarios. This melt model is thus

especially suitable for applications on many types of glaciers, and is preferable to the use

of melt, models based on energy balance information which, even if available, are generally

less accurate and reliable.

Potential direct clear sky radiation introduces a dependence of the "melt index'' on

position and time, a dependence which is neglected in most temperature index melt models.

The model formulation is taken from Hock (1999):

'

(;2X + <\„„/,«Xo,)T if T^0.

H
[ 0 if T < 0.

where n = 24 if hourly melt M is computed. Fm is a melt factor. rsnow/ice is a radiation

coefficient which differs for snow and ice surfaces, Jpoi is potential clear-sky direct radiation

at, the ice or snow surface and T is air temperature. In this study, one-hourly two meter

temperature means at the Tarfala Research Station were used. The melt factor and the

radiation coefficient are empirical coefficients. For Storglaciarcm, these values were tuned

with observations. Fm — 1 mm d_1 K""1, rsn(w = 2.39 10~B mm 1li~Lm2 K^1 and

ri«, — 2.59 10~3 mm 1li~1m2 K~L. 7pot is calculated as a function of top of atmosphere

solar radiation, an assumed atmospheric transmissivitv, solar geometry and topographic
characteristics (Gamier and Ohmura, 1968):
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Ipot = S ( -jj- \ q"o
co= * [cos ß cos z + smß sin z cos (e/>sun - c/>siope)],

where S = 1368 Wm~2 is the solar constant (Fröhlich. 1993). (Rm/R)2 is the eccenfric-

ity correction factor of the Earth's oibit, q — 0,75 is the atmospheric clear sky zenith

transmissivity (assumed to be constant), p is the atmospheric pressure, po is Hie mean

atmospheric pressure at sea level, z the zenith angle, 0 is the grid cell slope angle. r/>snn

the solar azimuth angle and r/>siope is the slope azimuth angle.

The model computations are based on a 30 x 30 m grid of the glacier and the surround¬

ing topography with a time step of one hour.

c) The glacier model

A numerical model based on an ice flow model and a mass balance scenario was used to

compute the evolution of Storglaciären. The flow model solves the mass and force balance

equations for a 3-dimensional ice mass with given surface and basal topography and given

instantaneous temperature field. It includes the normal deviatoric stress gradients and

the lateral shear stresses, and handles a non-linear stress-strain relation (Blatter, 1995;

Colinge and Blatter, 1998) to calculate stress and velocity fields with given surface and

basal boundary conditions. The surface evolution code computes the mass flux gradients

using the above velocity components and then determines the surface change and margin

migration corresponding to the inrposed surface mass flux distribution for a time step

(Albrecht, 1999). The model considers areally distributed surface mass flux. The most

serious limitation in the accuracy of the glacier model is the spatial and temporal variation

of sliding, which is unknown in general, and is therefore omitted. The surface mass balance

is the most, important factor for the determination of the volume evolution of glaciers,

whereas the ice rheology is of secondary importance (Albrecht. 1999). However, Albrecht

and others (in print) show that the rheology becomes more important if details of the

topographic map of the ice surface are to be modelled. In their study, the glacier model

was calibrated and validated for Storglaciären.

3 Downscaling

The basic hypothesis for the applied downscaling of the GCM climate predictions to local

climate predictions assumes that in climatic changes, mean values of temperature arrcl

precipitation change but spatial gradients are affected to a much smaller extent. According
to this assumption, the changes in climatic elements representative of a larger (100 km)
area are to a high degree also representative for the changes of the local climate, e.g. on

a glacier. Correspondingly, a correction scheme for the GCM control run to extract the

local climate on the glacier is defined, based on observed climate information. Then, the

differences in temperature and precipitation between the control and the 2x002 GCM

runs are finally added to the observed present climate to obtain the 2xC02 climate in the

year 2050 on Storglaciären.

a) ECHAM4 control run
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The results of the time slice experiments were evaluated for two grid points in the

vicinity of Storglaciären: one approximately 50 km west of the glacier (67.8°N.18.f°E)
and one about, 50 km east of the glacier (67.8°N,19.1°E). The model does resolve the

differences in continentality. This can be seen by the enhanced precipitation as well as in

the less pronounced annual temperature cycle for the more maritime grid point, despite

the fact that the mountain range is poorly resolved in the model. Both points arc at the

same model elevation of 670 m a.s.l.. whereas the summits in the Kebnekaise mountain

range reach 2000 m a.s.l.

The measured values give an annual total of 900 to 1000 mm with approximately 350

mm summer rain (Grudd, 1989). ECHAM4 yields an annual total of 1100 mm with

about 340 mm summer rain for the western point and 980 mm annual total with 320 mm

summer precipitation for the eastern, more continental point. The modelled coldest winter

temperature of -15.2°C (after correcting for the elevation difference) is below the observed

-fl.7°C, and the modelled summer temperature of 8.6°C is higher than the observed 7°C.

This results in a modelled amplitude of about 24° C. being greater than the measured

amplitude of about, 19°C
. Overall, the model result for the more continental point shows

an annual cycle with a larger amplitude, a pattern that is in line with observations of

nearby climate stations (Grudd and Schneider. 1996).

For the rest of this woik, data from the ECHAM4 T106 results for the more easterly

grid point with the coordinates 67.8°N/19.1°E were chosen for both the control and the

2xC02 run.

b) The annual temperature cycles

The annual cycles were computed, based on the GCM itms for both the control and

the 2xC02 case, by calculating daily means and adjacent averaging of the corresponding

daily values covering every year of the ten-year period (Fig. 2). The difference between

the temperature cycle for the 2xCO) case and that of the control case was then added

to the amplitude of the measured cycle to obtain a realistic cycle for a changed climate

situation.

The rcsulfing annual mean temperature of the 2xC02-run was -2.03°C, which is 2.94°C

higher than for the control run. The warming, however, is significantly stronger during
the winter months than during summer. The mean summer temperature (June. July,

August) for the control run was 6.9°C and 8.1°C for the 2xC02-case. respectively, giving a

warming of 1.2°C for the summer months. The corresponding values for the winter months

(December. January, February) are a mean of -14.6°C for the contiol and -10.8°C for the

2xC02 run, giving a warming of 3.8°C for this season. While the higher temperatures

during the winter months are not important for the melting, the fact, that, the summer-

season with positive air temperatures is prolonged by as much as about 30 days, has

significant consequences.

c) The daily temperature cycles

Daily temperature variations were calculated from the daily minimum and maximum

temperatures. These values were available both from the measured data and the GCM

results. Monthly means of daily cycles were rrsed for the implementation of daily temper¬

ature variations for each corresponding month. The hourly temperatures were obtained
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Figure 2: Tempérâtme implementations for the melt model extracted from the

ECHAM4 conti ol (above) and 2xCOj (below) runs of the time slice experiments.

by adding the sinusoidal daily cycles to the corresponding daily mean temperature. The

amplitude of the GCM daily temperature cycle is obtained from the minimum and maxi¬

mum mean temperatures recorded during 12 minute intervals. The corresponding values

used in the calculation of the measured cycles are minimum and maximum values of one-

and three-hourly mean temperatures. The daily amplitude based on 12-min values may

be larger in comparison with the daily amplitude based on one- or even three-hourly mean

temperatures.

The temperature cycle for the 2x002 case shows a greater variability. The control-case

is based on 30-year-averages, which produces a reasonably smooth course. The 2xC02-

case, however, shows a larger variability because it is based on 10-ycai-averages. Fig. (2)
shows the generally good representation of measured amplitudes in the GCM resrrlts. The

tendency towards colder temperatures during winter and slightly warmer temperatures

during summer - resulting from the general difference between the GCM and the measured

data - is also reproduced by this method.

e) Precipitation
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Precipitation is found to have increased from the control- to the 2xC02-casc by ap¬

proximately 60 mm (about 6%). This increase is not evenly distributed throughout the

year: for the period from May to September there is a slight decrease of 20 mm. which is

about 5%, for the remainder of the year, the increase is about 14% or 80 mm.

For the control run. precipitation events were generated randomly while conserving the

seasonal totals and an observed upper limit of the amount of precipitation in one event.

For the 2xC02 run of the melt/accumulation model the above differences between GCM

control and 2xC02 precipitation were added to the above-mentioned randomly generated

precipitation events. This implementation leads to the generation of heavier precipitation

events, and not to more frequent events. Although for snow melt it, may make a difference

whether srrow falls more frequently or more intensely during summer, experiments with

the melt model did rrot, confirm such a difference.

4 Projected mass balance of Storglaciären

The GCM experiments show that the likely changes from the present climate to a 2xC02

climate are: 1) A significant warming during the winter with a slight temperature increase

in summer. 2) The season with above-freezing temperatures starts earlier and ends later

(by 2 to 3 weeks), making the melt season considerably longer. 3) Precipitation increases

in winter, and 4) Summer precipitation slightly decreasing.

The glacier melt, model was run for both the control nm and the 2xC02 climate cases.

The two runs covered a period of 20 years, the first 10 years being a spin up period and

final balances being obtained by averaging the last 10 vears of each run. The net, mass

budget for the 2xC02-case is strongly reduced (in comparison to the control-case) (Figs.
3 and 4). This is mainly the result of an increase in melt due to the extension of the melt

period. The annual accumulation does rrot mcrease. as may be inferred by the increased

winter precipitation, but is, on the contrary, slightly reduced. The equilibrium line altitude

(ELA) lies at 1460 m a.s.l. for the control case; for the 2xCÛ2 case it, rises up to 1600

m. The net, balance becomes negative for more than 80% of the glacier surface, while it is

negative for only about 50% for present time.

Based on this assumption, the rret balarrce decreased from -0.03 m (corresponding to

the mean for the period of 1965 to 1995) to -1.23 m. This decrease was obtained by

increasing melt and decreasing accumulation. The prolongation of the melt period leads

to a change in surface properties: with a longer melt period, the ratio of ice surface to lirn

surface is enlarged. On the other hand, there is a reduction in snow accumulation because

the higher temperatures are more conducive to rain tlrarr for snowfall.

The modelled elevation dependency of the net balance and melt is quite realistic. The

correlation coefficients for the measured and modeled balances are 0.94, 0.85 arid 0.99 for

the net, balance, accumulation and melt, respectively. This confirms the good approxi¬
mation of the melt processes by the distributed temperature-radiation index melt model

incorporating potential direct solar radiation. It also shows the restrictions connected

with the simple linear interpolation schemes for the precipitation. Redistribution of snow

due to wind drift becomes important near the steep edges of the glacier and in the lee of

mountains.
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FlGURR 3: Modelled net balance (top), winter accumulation (middle) and melt (bottom)
in meter water equivalent for the ECHAM4 control run of the time slice experiment.

The altitudinal distribution of the net balance shows an increase in the overall gradient
from 0.0066 meter water-equivalent per meter elevation for the control-case to 0.0080 for

the 2xC02-case. This change is more pronounced for the ablation-area than it is for the

accumulation-area. The mass balance gradient for the ablation area changes from 0.0070

to 0.0084, which is a change of about 18%, -whereas the gradient for the accumulation-area

changes from 0.0058 to 0.0066 by only 13%. Oerlemans and Fortuin (1992) also propose

the larger change. In the measurements, however, there is no significant relation between

the mass balance and the gradient, for the period of L981 to 1995, the same being true for

the gradients for the accumulation- and ablation areas only.
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Figure 4: Same as Fig. 3 but for the ECHAM1 2xC0^ imi of the time slice experiment.

5 Projected evolution of Storglaciären

In the numerical experiments with the glacier model the ice geomefrv was initiated with

the 1990 topography. In a control run, the modelled present day mass balance distiibution

was imposed on the glacier model (scenario CTR). Although the present net mass balance

is slightly negative (-0.02 m a~L), the glacier volume begins to grow slowly after the first

two years (Fig. 5). With the given mass balance distribution, the terminus first starts to

retreat, thus reducing surface area with negative nrass balance arrd the net balance then

switches to positive. In addition, the glacier thickens in its central parts (Fig. 6).

The evolution of Storglaciären until 2050 was estimated in three steps. In the first step

(SCl). the 2xCO> mass balance distribution (for 2050) was modelled bv using the f990

surface topography. The resulting net mass balance is strongly negative (-1.23 m a-1).
Interpolating in time the present day (1990) and the modelled 2xC02 mass balance maps

at each grid point, a series of mass balance maps were derived. With this mass balance

forcing, the glacier model predicts a decreasing of the glacier volume of approximately
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Figure 5: Projected evolution of the volume of Stoiglacial en foi different mass balance

scenarios: CTB: constant mass balance distiibution <oiicspondmg to the present dav

(control) mass balance. SCI mass balance mtcipolated between present dav (contiol)
and 2xCOj um for the veai 2050. SC2. same as SCI but 2xC(J>2 mass balance computed

foi coriected glacier geometiv ofurn SCI, and SC3 same as SCI but 2xCOz mass balance

computed for collected glaciei geometry of inn SC2.

29% until the year 2050 (Fig. 5). the terminus retreats approximately 300 m (Fig. 6).

Both, the decrease of the glacier volume, reflected in a lowering of the glacier surface, and

the retreat, of the glacier terminus have a noticeable influence on the net, mass balance.

To assess this feedback, an iteration was applied as described below.

In the second step (SC2). the 2xC()2 mass balance was recalculated with the glacier
mass balance model now using the computed 2050 glacier surface to take into account,

the feedback between surface evolution and mass balarrce. Although the computed 2050

surface is lower than the 1990 surface, the new calculated 2x002 net, balarrce is larger (-
1.15 m a~L) due to the retreat of the glacier in the ablation area. Next, the mass balance

map of 1990 and the new calculated 2xC02 mass balance map were interpolated in time

and imposed on the glacier model. In this model run, approximately 107 m3 more ice is

melting than in step one (SCI) showing the above mentioned feedback.

In a third step (SC3). the 2xC02 mass balance was calculated on the modelled surface

topography of step SC2. resulting in a net mass balance of-1.13 m a-1. Again the 1990

and the 2xC02 mass balance maps were interpolated and imposed on the glacier model.

The result of step S03 is almost identrcal to the result of step SC2 (Fig. 5), demonstrating
the rapid convergence of the iteration.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

To predict the evolution of Storglaciären, northern Sweden, a combination of results from

a global climate model, a snow and ice melt/accumulation model for glaciers, arrd a glacier

30 :x^o 2oio "*") >0-0 2050
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Figure 6: Maps of ice thickness for Storglaciären: a) observed (1990), b) CTll run

(2050) and c) SC3 run (2050).

flow model was used. The difference between the present climate and a 2xC02 climate

around the year 2050 was extracted from a time-slice experiment with the ECHAM4-T106

resolution climate model connected with a transient ECHAM4-T42/OPIC-coupled atmo¬

sphere ocean model. The local climatic conditions on the glacier for 2050 were obtained

by adding the modelled local climate changes to the observed local present clay climate.

This "downscaling" procedure is based on the assumption that local climate changes follow

closely the mean climate changes of a laxger surrounding region.

Temperature is found to increase most strongly during the winter months, but shows

also a warming during the transition from spring to summer, and again between summer
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and fall, thus extending the melt season by two to three weeks. Precipitation, on the

other hand, decreases by approximately 5% during May to September while there is a

stronger increase of approximately 14% for the rest of the year. These changes continue

the trend towards a more maritime climate forrrrd in the measured time series for I'arfala

and northern Sweden for the past few decades. The climate model is able to reproduce

differences in continentality despite the still over-simplified topography associated with

the coarse resolution.

The consequent increase in winter accumulation on Storglaciären is more than compen¬

sated by the increase in ablation during the melt season. The glacier flow model predicts

a retreat of the glacier terminus by 300 m until the middle of (he next century, and a loss

of 30% of the present, ice mass.
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Ice sheet modelline;

1 Introduction

Numerical modelling studies of ice sheets have been performed over the past several years.

The aim of these studies was to either investigate the impact of a climate change on

ice sheets, e.g Huybrechts and Oerlemans (1988). Huvbrechts (1992). Calov and flutter

(1996a, 1996b) and Grève (1997b). or to date the ice age in deep ice cores, e.g. Dansgaard

and Johnsen ( 1969) and Grève ( 1997c). In these studies, ice flow was computed by applying

the zeroth-order shallow ice approximation (bluffer. 1983). where longitudinal stresses are

neglected. In this approximation, ice flow is determined by the local surface slope and the

local ice thickness. Normal stresses result from spatial velocitv variations, which are small

for ice sheets. However, these stresses may become significant in regions where sliding

occurs (Blatter and others. 1998). or in regions with vanishing surface slope, where the

shallow ice approximation (SIA) loses its validity.

At present, it is rrot feasible to compute an entire ice sheet with an adequate grid

resolution and take longitudinal stresses into account, dire to the time consuming iterative

solver required for determining the stress and velocity fields. A viable compromise is the

nesting of a high resolution first-order approximation model (FOA) for a selected region

into a lower resolution shallow ice approximation model of the entire ice sheet. This

method combines the advantages of both models. The dynamics of the entire ice sheet are

taken into account and a higher accuracy can be achieved for a selected region for which

specific questions can be addressed.

The aim of this work is to develop a first-order approximation model (FOA) which is

able to compute ice flow and surface evolution for long time integrations (100.000 years),
and which can be coupled into the SIA-model "SICOPOLIS" of Grève (1995: 1997) through

a nesting interface.

In the next section, the SICOPOLIS, the FOA-model and the nesting procedure are

described. In the Section "Aioclel experiments and results", the numerical stability of the

coupled SIA-FOA-nrodel was irrvesligated for the Antarctic ice sheet. In a cooperation

between Grève, Mugge and Baral. Albrecht and Savvin. this model was applied to the

Greenland ice sheet (paper attached as section 3.2).

2 Method

For the presented numerical experiments, two models with different horizontal grid spacing

were combined. The first model is a shallow ice approximation model (SIA). henceforth

43
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called the "global model". The velocity, stress and temperature fields for the entire ice

sheet are computed with this model. The second model, henceforth called the "local

model", has a denser grid and takes normal stress gradients into account. This model is

nested into the global model for a rectangular area surrounding a dome or a summit of an

ice sheet. It computes the velocity and stress fields for the nested region.

2.1 SICOPOLIS

For the global model, the fhermomechanieally coupled SIA-model SICOPOLIS is used

(Grève, 1995; 1997). SICOPOLIS computes ice age and takes isostatic bed adjustment
into account with a simplified diffusion type bed response (LIuybrechts, 1990). The model

is prepared to consider polythermal conditions, however, in this study, the ice is considered

as being cold for the entire ice sheet. Therefore, the ice is frozen to the entire bed and no

sliding occurs.

SICOPOLIS was applied to the Antarctic ice sheet by Calov and Hutter (1996a), Calov

and Hutter (1996b) and Calov and others (1998), and to the Greenland ice sheet, by Grève

(1995, 1997).

2.2 FOA-model

The first, order approximation (FOA) model consists of two parts, 1) a routine to compute

the velocity and stress fields including the role of normal stress gradients (Blatter, 1995)
and 2) a routine to compute the surface evolution for a given mass balance distribution.

The momentum balance is solved taking the boundary conditions at the free surface

and at the glacier bed into account. The force balance is given by:

dx dx Oy Oz
"

Ox

2^+^ + ^+^pc^, (2)
ay dy Ox Oz

"

Oy

where x. y and z are the Cartesian coordinates, p is density, g gravity. au are the deviatoric

normal stresses, r?y the shear stress components and S is the surface elevation. The

boundary conditions are stress free condition at the surface and either prescribed velocities,
stresses or a sliding law of the form E(ti,. aß) = 0 at the glacier bed, where «& is the basal

sliding velocity and t& is the basal shear traction. The differences between the SIA-models

and the FOA-model are the first three terms on the left side of Eqs. (1) and (2). In the

SIA, these terms are omitted, whereas they are taken into account, in the FOA-model.

To close the set, of equations, a set of constitutive equations are required. These equa¬

tions relate the strain rate tensor to the deviatoric stress tensor. In Cartesian coordinates,
these relations have the form:

^-^(f/j + foK, . (3)
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dv
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T
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->- r;. A r~.

.

u and « are the horizontal velocity components. A is the rate factor. F the creep response

function, to is an inverse viscosity for vanishing effective stress (Nye, 1953; Glen, 1958;

Meier,1958) and In is the effective stress (Paterson 1994).

The temperature field is not computed in the FOA-model but it is provided from the

global model by an interpolation procedure and is taken into account in the flow law

through the Arrhcnius law.

The change of ice thickness II(x. y. t) = S( r. g, t) - B(x, g, t) is determined by the local

horizontal mass flux divergence and the local net mass flux b = b( r. y, t) at the free surface:

OS
,

ßßß^b
0(Hi) O/Hß

Oy
(9)

where x, y and t are horizontal coordinates and time, respectively, S and B are the surface

and bed elevations, and Ti and u are the horizontal velocity components averaged over the

vertical velocity profile. To achieve numerical stability. Equation (9) is transformed into

a diffusion type equation:

dt dx V Or
_

o / qs
Oy \ Oy

(10)

with

D = (Ha) dS_ and E = (IIv)
OS'

Ay
;ii)

This procedure is similar to the one applied in SIA ice sheet models, however, with a

few significant differences. In the FOA the horizontal flow is not necessarily colinear with

the slope gradient and thus, the "diffusion coefficients" D and E are different for lire rr-

and (/-directions. The horizontal velocity components are rrot necessarily zero at positions

with vanishing surface slope as in the SIA. To avoid singularities at such positions, the

surface slope is reset to a very small value of 10~'}. In the FOA model, Equation (10)
must be solved in the given form, in contrast to the SIA, where the mass flux components

can be computed through a quadrature of the horizontal velocitv components.
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2.3 Nesting procedure

In this study the nesting was carried orrt using the rce sheet, model SICOPOLIS as the

global model and the FOA-model as the local model. SICOPOLIS computes temperature,

stress and velocity fields for the entire ice sheet. The local model computes stress arrd

velocity fields. The temperature field for this model is provided from SICOPOLIS through

an interpolation.

The nesting procedure follows the study of Savvin and others (1998): To initiate the

nesting procedure at, time to. surface and the bed topographies were interpolated onto fire

grid of the nested local model. To perform a time step At, firstly, the global model was

integrated in one step from /, to t, + At. The computed velocity and shear stress fields

were used to define the boundary condition on the lateral boundaries of the nested box.

For reasons of numerical stability, the time step of the local model was chosen to be one

fifth of the time step of the global model. Therefore, the interpolation was done in time

and space. Additionally, the ice temperature field of the global model was interpolated

for all grid points within the box of the local model. After interpolating the temperature

field and defining the boundary conditions, the local model was integrated in five-time

steps from /, to tt + At. When both models have reached the same time (tt f At), the

ice thickness for the grid points of the global model, which are situated within the nested

box, were set to the computed ice thickness of the local model. This implies a feedback

from the local model to the global model.

Due to the difference in the creep response function between SIA and FOA (the lon¬

gitudinal stresses are omitted in the second invariant of the SIA. Eqrration 8), the ice is

softer in the FOA for the same rate factor A. To compensate the difference in the softness

of the ice, an adjustment of the fluidity is necessary. The SIA-modcl is considered to be

the reference case. To get comparable results from the different types of approximation the

rate factor A in the FOA-model was multiplied by a constant factor (e.g. 0.95 for Dome

C, Antarctic ice sheet) srrclr that the net mass transport through the lateral boundaries

of the nested box are equal for both approximations for the initial geometry.

2.4 Numerical methods

The numerical scheme of the SIA models follows the methods of Iluybrechts (1990; 1992)
and Grève (1995). To avoid a decoupling of the solution for the surface evolution between

odd and even grid points, a staggered grid was applied, where surface and bed inclinations

are computed on grid point. The velocities and rrrass flux components are computed

between the grid points.

In contrast to the SICOPOLIS-algorithm. the FOA-model is not programmed on a

staggered grid. This is clue to the fact that, horizontal gradients for stresses and velocities

are required on the same grid points as the values of the stress and velocity conrponents for

solving the force balance and the flow law equations. To avoid a decoupliirg of the sobrtion

into even and odd grid points a refined asymmetric finite difference scheme proposed by

Colinge and Blatter (1998) is used. The FOA-model integrates the differential equations

(1) and (2) by using a second-order Runge-Kutta scheme. The integration starts af, the

base of the ice sheet with vanishing velocity components and basal shear traction given
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from SICOPOLIS, and is continued upwards. If the boundary condition at the surface

(stress free condition) is rrot fulfilled, the shear traction at the base is corrected by using

an iterative fixpoint scheme and the integration is repeated, until stress free conditions

are met at the surface.

A second order alternating direction Crank-Nicolson scheme is applied to solve Equa¬

tion (fO) for the surface evolution.

3 Dome C, Antarctic ice sheet

Firstly, the model was applied to the Antarctic ice sheet to investigate numerical stability

and the behavior of coupling two different types of models to one model, henceforth referred

to as the "nested model". Secondly, the model was used to study the ice dynamics of the

summit region of Greenland.

3.1 Model experiments and results

In the first, experiment, the Antarctic ice sheet was computed with a grid resolution of 109

km. The time step was 2.5 years for the mechanics and 50 years for the thermodynamics.

For a region of 1090 km times 1090 km surrounding Dome C (Fig. 1), the grid resolution

was increased by a factor of three. The dynamics of this region are computed by using

the local model.

-2616 -1281 54 1389 2724

x/km

Figure 1 : Computed surface topography of the Antarctic ice sheet using the SICOPOLIS

as global and local model. The filled circle denotes the position of Dome C, the ßllcd

square shows the location ofAostok. Altitude in km.
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In this experiment, the computed vertical velocities were significantly too low. due to

a programming mistake, discovered only recently. However, the results for the horizontal

velocities and the stress fields as well as the result for the surface evolution are not affected

by this error and are realistic. The vertical velocity component is not directly required for

the computation of the horizontal velocity field and the stress component. Thus, neither

the stability of the FOA-model nor the behavior of the nesting routine is influenced.

However, the vertical velocity is required to determine the evolution of the temperature

field. This implies, that the mistake influences the ice sheet evolution through the late

factor. On the other hand, the initialization run and the model run using the FOA-model

reached steady state topographies, which are close to the computed topography of Calov

and others (1998). Because the same mistake was made in the initialization run and in

the model run using the FOA-model. it is still possible to compare the resrrlts to establish

the improvement by using the FOA-model.

The experiment was initialized by an integration over a climate cycle (100,000 years),

starting with ice free conditions. A mass balance, that is variable in space but, constant, in

time (Giovinetto and Bull 1987) was used to force the model. For the initialization run, the

SIA nrodel SICOPOLIS was used for both models, the global model and the local model.

After fOO, 000 years of integration, when equilibrium was reached, the local model was

replaced by the FOA-model. Before time integration was continued for another climate

cycle, the rate factor was modified in such a way that the net mass transport through

the lateral boundaries of the nested box were equal by using the SIA-model or the FOA-

model as local nrodel (adjirstment to the rate factor). After a further f 00, 000 years of

integration, a new equilibrium was reached. This model run is henceforth referred to as

"FOA-rrm".

Figure 1 shows a map of the steady state topography of the Antarctic ice sheet for

the initialsatiorr run with the lateral boundary of the nested region. Figures 2a, b show

the steady state surface topographies of the area inside of this rectangle computed by the

local SIA and the FOA models. The contour lines of surface elevation inside the boxes

of the two maps differ only slightly. The computed positions of Dome C are situated

approximately 300 km north eastern of the measured location.

To investigate the effect of the longitudinal stresses on the velocity field surrounding

Dome C, the velocities were computed for the same topography (the steady state topog¬

raphy of the initialization run), firstly, using the SIA-model SICOPOLIS and secondly,

applying the FOA-model. Figures 3a, b show the computed horizontal velocities for a

section of the cross section through Dome C along the dashed lirre in Figure 2a, (a) by

using the SICOPOLIS (b) by using the FOA-model. The velocity fields are similar, except

for the vicinity of Dome C (-L 150 km). In the SIA-model. the simulated flow direction

at, Dome C points the opposite direction of the general flow pattern, whereas this effect

docs not, occur in the simulation using the FOA-model. Due to the relative large normal

stresses the ice is prrslred over this area. Figure I shows the differences in the velocity

pattern for a section of the Dome C area with a larger scale.

The difference between the surface topographies (Fig. 2) of the two approximations is

small. However, the considerably different flow fields surrounding a dome, as is the case

for the Dome C region, reveal that normal stress gradients need to be taken into account
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Figure 2: Computed surface topography ofAntarctic Ice sheet hv using- a) the SICOPO¬

LIS as local model and b) the FOA-model as local model Filled squares denote Dome

Vostoc, filled eiides denote measuicd situation of Dome C and the plus-signs show the

simulated situation of Dome C Dashed line see Fig. 3
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Figurf 3: Computed velocitv field along the cross section thiough Dome C (dashed line

m Fig. 2 a) hv using: a) the SICOPOLIS as local model and h) the FOA-model as local

model.
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Figure 4: Computed velocitv field along a pait of the cross section Through Dome G bv

using: a) the SICOPOLIS as local model and b) the FOA-model as local model

for dating ice cores. This is demonstrated in a paper of R. Grève. B. Mrigge, D. Baral.

O. Albrecht and A. Savvin "Nested High- Resolution Modelling of the Greenland Summit

Region'", submitted to the Springer Verlag. The contribution of O. Albrecht was to provide

the FOA-model and the adaptation ol the nesting routine. A particle tracer method for

the determination of the ice age was applied in this study. Significant differences in the

age-depth relation were found for the different approximations. The paper is given in

Section 4 of this thesis.
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Abstract. The dynamics and thermodynamics of the vicinity of Summit, the

highest point of the Greenland ice sheet at, 72° 34' N, 37° 38' W, is simulated over

two climate cycles until the present with a high-resolution regional model coupled
to a large-scale model of the entire Greenland rce sheet. For the computation of

the age of ice, two different, methods are applied, an Eulerian scheme which solves

the advectivc age eepration m a frame fixed in space and requrres some artificial

diffusion, and a Lagrangian particle-tracing scheme which follows the motion of ice

particles and is diffusion-free. The transient simulation is based on the shallow-ice

approximation which neglects normal stress deviators and shear stresses m vertical

planes. For the simulated modern ice sheet, the velocity and stress fields are then

re-computed in the Summit region by a first-order algorithm which includes these

stresses. The measured ice topography as well as the temperature profiles of the

boreholes GRIP and GISP2 are reproduced very well. The simulated Summit, mo¬

tion of 16 ice thicknesses during the last 250,000 years gives a chic for understanding
the origin of irregularities observed in the GRIP and GISP2 cores. In a 50 km re¬

gion around Summit, all stresses are of the same order of magnitude, so that a very

precise modelling of the ice dynamics, which is necessary for an accurate ice-core

dating, requires that the shallow-ice approximation be locally abandoned.

1 Introduction

Summit is the highest, point of the Greenland ice sheet (Fig. 1), situated

at, 72°34'N, 37°38'W. with an elevation of 3233 meters above the mean

present sea level and an ice thickness of 3029 meters. In the early 1990's,
two deep ice cores were drilled clown to the bedrock in the region of Summit,
the European core GRIP (Greenland Ice Core Project) directly af Summit,
and the American core GISP2 (Greenland Ice Sheet Project) 28 kilometers

west of Summit. These cores provided a climate archive which reaches back

more than 200.000 years and comprises information about past surface tem¬

perature, atmospheric composition etc. Further, the surrounding surface and

bedrock topography was surveyed very precisely, and the measured present

temperature profiles of the core columns can be used to validate simulation

results computed by dynamic/thermodynamic ice-sheet models.
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- ?0 MO a?û

Fig. 1. Surface topogiaphy of the modern Greerfiarul ice sheet, by Letréguillv et al

[22] (m km a s 1
,
contour spacing 200 m) Shaded squaie 160 x 160 km rcgrorr

around Summit for which the nesting procedure is applied The heavv dashed line

indicates the ice maigm

A major problem rs to relate the depth of the rce cote to the age of the

ice ( 'dating') In principle it rs possible to measuic the age sfiatigiaplucalh
by following the seasonal cycle of suitable tiaceis howe\ei this method rs

limited by ice-layei thmnmg Therefore, rt rs common practice to date the

loyy« pari s of an rce coie by modelling the ice flow Lhe traditionally applied
flow models are of the Dansgaaid-Johnson type (Dansgaard and Johnsen [8])
The paiameteis of the-c one-dimensional, purely yertical models aie aclpisted
to the conditions m the boieholc using the ice \clocity and snowfall derived

fiom the borehole as input, and steadv-state conditions are usually/ assumed

In this study, y\e apply the three-dimensional chnamic/theimodynamic
ice-sheet model SICOPOLIS (Simulation COcle for POLythermal Ice Sheets
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Grève [13]) to the Greenland ice sheet as a yvhole in order to model the

present, state of the ice sheet, as accurately as possible. A 160 x 160 km region
around Summit, for which the precise surface and bedrock data by Ilodgc
et al. [16] are available, is modelled on a nested subgrid with the very high
horizontal resolution of 4 km. This provides a detailed velocity field, which

is then used to compute age-depth profiles for GRIP and GISP2 with an

Eulerian scheme (fixed in space) as well as a Lagrangian, particle-tracing
method. The simulated motion of the Summit in the course of time gives
some hints to the origin of observed stratigraphie disturbances in the GRTP

and GISP2 cores such as strongly inclined layers and overturned folds (Alley
etal. [2]).

In addition, a diagnostic run with the FOA (first-order approximation)

algorithm by Blatter [4] and Albrecht [I] is carried out for the modern time

slice of the model output of SICOPOLIS. This algorithm solves the stress

equilibrium balances under inclusion of deviatoric normal stresses and shear

stresses in vertical planes which arc neglected in SICOPOLIS, so that, the

relevance of these stresses for the ice-sheet dynamics in the Summit, region
can be assessed.

2 Modelling Approach for the Greenland Ice Sheet

2.1 Governing equations in the shallow-ice approximation

The large-scale dynamic and thermodynamic behaviour of ice sheets is de¬

scribed by a continuum-mechanical theory of polythermal ice masses, which

makes use of the small depth-to-length ratio (~ 10~3) irr typical ice sheets

("shallow-ice approximation'', SIA); cf. Fowler and Larson [10], Grève [12],
Hutter [18,19], The main consequences of this limit are the neglection of

normal stress deviators, horizontal shear in vertical planes and horizontal

changes of temperature and yvater content on the large scale. Further, inertia

forces are negligible compared to pressure and stress gradients, so that the

momentum balance reduces to a balance of forces:

dp Ot
L

-0.
dx dz

dy dz

dp
= P9-

where x, y. z are Cartesian coordinates (,r and y span the horizontal plane,
z is the vertical coordinate), p is the pressure, tlz and tv~ are the horizontal

shear stresses in horizontal planes, p is the ice density and g the gravity accel¬

eration. By vertically integrating these equations from an arbitrary position
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z to the free surface z = h(x,y,t) and implying stress-free conditions there,

one obtains first from (1)3 the hydrostatic pressure distribution

p--=pg{h-z). (2)

and then from (1)1,2 the simple expressions

dh
., , dh,, .

,„.

tlz = -pg
—(h-z), t,i:= -pg--(h-z) (3)

for the shear stresses.

Rhcologically. ice is described as a viscous fluid with a nonlinear, tempe¬
rature- and water-content-dependent viscosity. The tyvo relevant components
of the stress-stretching relation are

^ = 2EA{T'^)f(cr)tlz, °ßß^ = 2EA(JA u) f(a) tyz, (4)
Oz Oz

where vt and v„ are the horizontal velocity components, T' is the homologous
temperature (relative to pressure melting), x the wafer content, A(T',u) the

rate factor. E the flow-enhancement factor, er the effective stress (square
root of the second invariant of the Cauchy stress tensor) and f(a) the creep

function, for which

*=--tfs+'-;..)'/2 (5)

and

f(a) -= crn-1 with n =~ 3 (6)

hold. The latter is knoyvn in lhe glaciological literature as Glen's flow layv

(Glen [11], Nye [25]).
The horizontal velocity vector v^ — (vx, vy) follows from Eqs. (3), (4)

and a vertical integration from the ice base z = b(x.y, t) to an arbitrary z,

vh = vh - C{T'(z). u)(z). (h - z): ||V/?||} x V/r, (7)

the integral functional C is not explicitly given here. The basal sliding velocity
Vh must be prescribed as a boundary condition, and the deformational part,
of the ice flow. t>h - f'b. follows the direction of steepest surface descent,

independent of the basal topography.
The vertical velocity v- can then be inferred from the continuity equation

for density-preserving materials.

dv-, dvu dv~
I 4 ^L 4 ^x.

= p. 8
dx Oy oz

By integration from the ice base to the surface and application of srritable

kinematic boundary conditions, it yields further the evolution equation for

the ice thickness H.

-J-
- -V -q + a* -ah. (9)
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where t is the time, q the vertically integrated horizontal velocity (mass flux),
«s the surface mass balance (accumulation minus ablation) and Ob the basal

melting rate.

Further evolution equations hold for the temperature in cold ice (temper¬
atrrre below pressure melting), the yvater content in temperate ice (temperat¬
ure at pressure melting), the temperature in the underlying lithosphère and

the vertical morion of the lithosphère due to the varying ice load; these shall

not be given here (see Grève [12]).

2.2 Large-scale ice-sheet model SICOPOLIS

SICOPOLIS is a 3-d dynamie/thermodvnamic ice-sheet model based on the

continuum-mechanical theory of polythermal ice masses as sketched above. It

simulates the time-dependent extent, thickness, velocity, temperature, water-

content and age for a grounded ice sheet in response to external forcing. Fur¬

ther, possible basal layers of temperate ice (ice at pressure melting point)
are detected with high vertical resolution by fulfilling the Stefan-type con¬

ditions at the cold-temperate-transition surface. External forcing is specified

by (i) mean annual air temperature above the ice, (ii) surface mass balance

(accumulation, surface melting), (iii) sea level surrounding the ice sheet and

(iv) geothormal heat flux from below. The model has been described more

extensively in the predecessors of this study (Grève [L3.14]. Grève et al. [15]).
The model domain for the Greenland ice sheet consists of a 1G40 x 2800 km

rectangle In the stereographic plane with standard parallel 7t°S, spanned by
the coordinates x, g. Horizontal resolution is 40 km. so that the domain is

cliscretized by 42 x 71 grid points. Vertical resolution is 51 grid points in

the cold-ice column. 11 grid points in the temperate-ice column (if existing)
and ff grid points in the lithosphère column. Time steps are 5 years for the

dynamic evolution (topography, velocity) and 50 years for the thermodynamic
evolution (temperature, yvater content, age).

2.3 Nesting for the Summit region

As the aim of this study is to investigate in detail the dynamics and ther¬

modynamics of the Greenland ice sheet in the vicinity of Summit, a refined

subgrid is applied for the 160x 160 km square around Summit shown in Fig. 1.

In this regiorr, the surface topography, bedrock and ice thickness has been

surveyed in detail at 2 km spatial resolution (Bodge et al. [16]; Fig. 2). The

resolution of the numerical subgrid is 4 km (refinement factor 10 with respect
to the coarse grid), so that the subgrid domain is cliscretized by 41 x 41 grid
points. It is coupled to the coarse grid bv boundary conditions at its mar¬

gin which are interpolated field quantities of the coarse grid. and. in turn, it

gives back the computed topography to the coarse grid at positions where

coarse-grid and refined-grid points fall together (Savvin [29]). The time steps
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for the refined computations are 0.05 years for the dynamic evolution and

0.5 vears for the thermodynamic evolution.
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Fig. 2. Zoom of the Summit region marked irr Fig. 1, data by Hodge et al. [16]. (a)
surface topography (contours, in km a.s.l., spacing 10 m). (h) ice thickness (in km,

spacing 200 m).

2.4 Eulerian age computation

For the age of ice (the elapsed time since the ice particles settled on the surface

as snowflakes), A. the purely advective (hyperbolic) evolution equation

eL4

dt
(10)

holds (d/dt denotes the material time derivative yvhich incorporates ice move¬

ment), yvith the corresponding Dirichlet-type boundary condition

M( —/?a(.c) = 0 Tf)

in the accumulation zones at the free surface h,-lCC(x,y,t). If regions of tem¬

perate ice exist, at the cold-temperate transition surface (CTS) the age is

continuous.

Integration of Eq. ( 10) in the Eulerian frame of the numerical grid requires
first to re-yvrite it yvith the local time derivative d/dt and explicit advection

terms.

dA OA dA c%4
, T^

ff'A
+ 1», Tp + Vv— + t>=— = 1 + Dx-TTzy-

dt dx dy Oz dz1
(12)

In order to achieve stable integration, the artificial vertical diffusion term

Da (d2A/dz2) is added on the right-hand side (Grève [13], Huybrechts [20])
and for the diffusivity D\ the small value 5 • 10~~8 nr s~l is rrsecl.
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As the type of the age evolution equation has now changed from hyper¬

bolic to parabolic, artificial boundary conditions for the ablation zones of the

free surface, hAhßx, g. t), and the entire ice base, b(x, y. t), must be prescribed.

Following Grève et al. [15], we use the Neumann-type conditions

dA
,

1
.

dA
n Wage /1qn

-7z~(z = ,Ahi)
= 0, —{z =

b)
^

, (13)
dz Oz imean

where Sm^n ~ 30 cm ice equiv. a-1 is the mean snowfall rate and magc
~ 200

the thinning factor.

The system (tl), (12), (13) is integrated with an FTCS (forward time

centered space) scheme and upstream discretization of the horizontal advec¬

tion terms. This is the standard age compulation method of SICOPOLIS;

however, its disadvantage is that below approximately 85% depth the influ¬

ence of the diffusion term overrides the solution of the physical equation (10),
so that near the bedrock the results are not reliable (Calov et al. [6], Grève

et al. [15]).

2.5 Lagrangian age computation (particle tracing)

The Eulerian age computation does not make efficient use of the very simple
nature of Eq. (fO). In the Lagrangian frame which follows the ice particles,
this equation can be cliscretized in a straightforyvarcl way without any arti¬

ficial diffusion, and its solution becomes triy-ral. The numerical yvork in this

approach is to find out for which positions in the ice body the solrrtiorr holds,

that is. to compute the paths x(t) (x is the position vector) of the ice particles

travelling through the ice sheet. The corresponding evolution equation is

àx
.

.„ ,,

— =v(x.y.z.t). 14

dt

where v denotes the velocity field in the ice sheet.

The system of equations (fO), (11). (14) is now solved directly in the

cold-ice domain (temperature below pressure melting). We exclude the small

regions of temperate ice for numerical simplicity, and because the presence

of liquid yvater disturbs the well-defined stratigraphy anvwav. The solution

of Eq. (10) is very simple and leads to the statement that in one year an

ice particle becomes one year older. However, the integration of Eq. (14)
requires more numerical effort, it is performed bv the conventional fourth-

order Runge-Kutta scheme (Aliigge [24]). The initial condition for Eq. (14) is

that the trajectory of an ice particle deposited at time to in the accumulation

zone of the ice sheet starts at the free surface, that is

r-(Jo) - (.Co, ?/o- z - hACC(xo.yo.to)J ( 13)

The end of a trajectory is reached when the ice particle leaves the cold-ice

region by either crossing the free surface from below (ablation), or crossing
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the ice base (basal melting) or the CTS (if the cold ice is underlain by a layer
of temperate ice). Further, for numerical reasons the tracing of a particle

trajectory is stopped when the particle reaches a region yvith less than 500 m

ice thickness, which occurs close to the margin of the ice sheet.

Evidently, in order to solve Eq. (14) for particle trajectories, the three-

dimensional velocity field v(x,t) as well as the topography (free surface,

bedrock, CTS) of the ice body must be known. As SICOPOLIS provides
these quantities only at, the nodes of the numerical grid, which, in general,
do not, fall together yvith the positions x of the traced particles, a suitable

interpolation procedure must be applied. For this, yve use the values of the

nearest-neighbour grid points and average them yvith weights proportional to

the inverse distance to the position x.

In this study, the particle-tracing algorithm is run diagnostically yvith

the SICOPOLIS output for the modern rime slice only. This implies that the

time dependence of the velocity and topography is neglected, and we compute

trajectories and ages in a quasi-steady-state approximation based on modern

streamlines instead of real trajectories. In order to avoid interpolating the

spatially-scattered particle ages back on the numerical grid, the algorithm is

further run backward in time, that is, the particles of anv ice column whose

age is computed are traced back to the ice surface by applying the negative
velocity field. As a by-product, this method yields the geographic origin of

the ice in a given column.

Full coupling between SICOPOLIS and the particle-tracing algorithm
yvith consideration of the time-dependent velocity field and re-interpolation
of the computed ages from the cloud of particles on the numerical grid has

not yet been implemented. This will be done in the near future.

2.6 Diagnostic first-order approximation

Blatter [4] and Albrecht [1] developed an algorithm which allows the compu¬

tation of the force equilibrium in a glacier or an ice sheet of given topography
and temperature bevond the shalloyv-ice approximation (SIA). that, is. under

inclusion of normal stress deviators and shear stresses in vertical planes. This

algorithm is based on Blatter's [4] first-order approximation (FOA), in which

the momentum balance is

0<,
,
Ki

,
dt*u

,
dtX; dh

dx Ox dq dz dx
,.,„.

.,

'

(to)
9<, 3'?, ^dt,,,dtvz dh
2—_ 4- -— + _ 1- __ = pg—~.
dy Oy dx dz dy
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yvhere A/l, r^ are the normal stress deviators, and try is the horizontal shear-

stress in vertical planes. The stress-stretching relation in FOA is

^ =EA(T'.^f(a)t1/>.
dx

^ = EA(T'.^)f(a)t}]y.

^ + ^^2EA(T>.^f(o)F,r (17)
dy dx

ch

d

ch
V

dz

= 2EA(T'^)f(a)tzz.

^2EA(T',a;) f(o)tll .

with the effective stress

- = ((t?,)2 + (Cf+^Al + tv+ti; + *7x)1/2 - (18)

and the creep function

f(a) - (a2 -t- cr2cßA~n/2 AVith n .__ g {ig^

(modified Glen's flow layy yvith finite viscosrtv at zero stress, the residual

stress <rres is taken as 31.6 kPa. see Albrecht [1]).
Provided the fields of temperature and wafer content are knoyvn, eqs. ( L6).

(17) are seven equations for the seven unknown fields v?, vy, tfx, t®y, Gy,

tiz> t,!Z. which are completed by stress-fiee boundary conditions at the free

surface,

A, dx(2t1%+tytJ) 0^t
dh

,, n n ,.

dh

f _
m p>+D 4. eD ï

_
222+

'*/-
gv \"Cni tliA

dr
l

-0,
z~'h

(20)
= 0.

and a prescribed basal velocitv (for instance, no-slip conditions).

The FOA algorithm solves these equations bv first chscietizing the hori¬

zontal derivatives, and then applying a second-order Runge-Kufta scheme for

the vertical derivatives of eqs. (16). (17)i,v The Runge-Kufta scheme starts

at the base and integrates the eciuations upyvard. Satisfaction of the surface

condition (20) is achieved bv iterativelv determining appropriate values for

the basal stresses. The FOA algorithm is used here to re-compute diagnostic-

ally the velocity and stress fields originally computed bv SICOPOLIS in the

nested Summit region for the modern state of the Greenland ice sheet.

3 Simulation Set-up

The past evolution of the Greenland ice sheet as yvell as its present state

are simulated yvith the paleoclimatic simulation gf004 from 250,000 years
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BP until today, initialised by a previous 100.000-vear steady-state run for

the conditions at 250.000 years BP. The simulation is driven by the surface-

temperature history inferred from the GRIP ice core (Johnsen et al. [21])
arrd the piecewisc linear sea-level scenario bv Grève et al. [15], and for the

present reference state of the surface temperature the parameterization given

by Reeh [28] is used. The accumulation rnprrt is based on the data by Bolzan

and Strobel [5], Ohmura and Reeh [26] and Wilhelms [31] (gridded bv Grève

et al. [15]), modified bv a time-dependent factor corrpled linearly to the

surface-temperature deviation from today (Grove [14]). Surface melting is

modelled by a degree-day approach (Reeh {28}) yvith the parameters /3Anow :

3 mmw.e. d-'K-1 (snow melt). ß1C0 — 7
...

10 mm w.o. cD'K~L (ice melt,

linear increase from 60"N to 80°N). Pniax =• 60% (firm saturation rate) and

fim — 10...21 K (amplitude of the annual suriacc-temperature variation,

linear increase from 60 N to 80°N) (Grève et al. [f 5]). Bedrock topography is

by Letregufllv et al. [22], complenrentcd bv Hodge's et al. [16] high-resolution
data for the Summit region. Further model parameters are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Physical parameters used m the simulations

Quantity Value

Gravity acceleration, y

Density of ice, p

Power-law exponent, n

Rate factor, A{T',u;)

Flow-enhancement, factor, E

Heat, conductivity of ice, k

Specific heat of ice, c

Latent heat of ice, L

Clausirrs-Clapevrorr gradient, ß
Basal sliding velocity, Vb

Geothermal heat flux, qiea

Isostatrc time lag, t\

Asthenospheie density, /x

Density x specific heat of the

lithosphère, p,ct

Hevrt conducti\ity of the

lithosphère, h\

9 81 ms~"

910 kg mr3

3

Cold rce: Anhenms law1

Temperate rce. linear dependence on wl

1 (mtergiacial ice), 3 (glacral rce)
982Sp~oueo7Xk Wm-iK-i

(146.3+ 7 253 T[K]) Jkg_1K_l
335 kJ kg~l
8 7- 10" 'Km 1

Cold base: no-slip

Temperate base AVeerrman-type sliding1
65 mWm"'

3000 a

3300 kg m
^

2000 kJ m^K '

3W <K2

'For detarls see Grève et al [15]

The particle-tracing algorithm is fed by the topography and velocitv field

of the simulated present ice sheet, and it is integiated over 500.000 years
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yvith a time step of 5 years. As explained above, this yields the age profiles
for selected ice columns in quasi-steady-state approximation.

A diagnostic run yvith the FOA algorithm is performed for the modern

time slice in the refined region around Summit (simulation gf'013). This yields

high-resolution velocity and stress fields including the normal stress deviators.

£/,, A//tp and the shear stress in vertical planes, ixy, which are neglected in

the SIA on yvhich SICOPOLIS is based.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Simulation gf004: shallow-ice approximation

The set-up of simulation gf004 results from the optimization process carried

out bv Grève [14]. Grève et al. [15] in order to achieve optimum agreement
between the simulated arrd the real modern Greenland rce sheet. Therefore,
the simulated large-scale properties of the ice sheet fit the measured ones

in an excellent fashion, yvhich is demonstrated in Table 2 for the total rce

volume. Vjot, the maximum elevation of the ice surface above the present
sea level, hmAX, the ice-covered basal area. A\ x the distance between the

simulated Summit and GRIP, c/grip, Hie ice thickness at GRIP, TIgrip, the

age of the basal ice at GRIP, *4grip. the basal temperature at, GRIP, Tgrtp-

the basal temperature at Camp Century, Tec, the basal temperature at Dve3,

ïbvei and the surface velocities at EGIG stations T4, TA15 and TA31, t'xi.

^TAi5 and t>TA3i (Hofmann [17]), The poor agreement, for Tbvo3 was already-

reported by Grève et al. [15] and rs probably clue to a local phenomenon not

included in the model, for instance an exceptionally low geothermal heat flux.

Fig. 3 depicts for simulation gf'004 the air-temperature forcing -ATma, the

sea-level forcing xr,i, the ice thicknesses II at GRIP and at GISP2, Hamp
and Hcasp2, and the basal temperatures T\, at GRIP and GTSP2, Xgrip and

Îgisp2- The results are very similar to those of Grève [14], yvhich were based

on a coarse-grid spacing of 20 km without a high-resolution subgrid in the

Summit region. The thicknesses follow the air-temperature forcing in phase,
because central Greenland is virtually not affected by ablation, but reacts

most sensitively to changes of the accumulation rate yvhich is larger during
yvarm climates. Hoyvever. oyving to the lagged response of the ice sheet to

these changes, the rapid climate oscillations during the Wisconsin ice age are

filtered out to a large extent. By contrast, the basal temperatures show an

anticyelio behaviour, that is, they are lowest during the yvarm Eemian and

Holocene interglacials. This is so because ice flow is more pronounced during

interglacial conditions, yvhich leads to a larger advection of cold surface ice

downward. The variation is onlv 3°C for the enhie period of 250,000 model

years, so that the surface signal yvhich varies bv as much as 27.7°C is stronglv
damped. The simulated basal temperature at GISP2 is alwavs some tenth

degrees higher than that of GRIP.
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Table 2. Simulated (gf'004) and measured data for the modern Greenland ice sheet.

Snnulatrorr Data

Got [106 km3] 2.815 2.828

/'max [km a.s 1 ] 3.214 3.233

A,,b [106 km'] 1.672 1.682

c/grip [km] 30.88 0.0

-Hgrip [km] 2.955 3.029

-4grip [ka] 257.13 ~ 250

To rip [°C] -8 92 -8 56

Tec [°C] -10 0") -13 0

7W» [°C] -2.72 -13 22

Cxi [ma""1] 123.61 102 98

VTM3 [ma ß 48.89 47.75

vtm\ [ma~l] 11.43 14.85

The simulated Got, A, b, Tqq, TdVc3> Xri, ctais, cta.u are based on the coarse-grid

computation, /jmax, (/grip, Hgrip i «4grip. Tgrip on the refiiied-subgrid computa¬

tion for the Summit region.

- 10 ' ' ' !

252 -2^ -50 -I2"1 -50 0

Fig. 3. Simulation gf'004: Air-temperature forcing ATm<1, sea-level forcing xj, ice

thicknesses H at GRIP (solid) and GISP2 (dash-dotted), basal temperatrrres Tb at

GRIP (solid) and GISP2 (dash-dotted).
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The simulated surface topography and ice thickness in the Summit, region
are shown in Fig. 4. Comparison yvith the data of Fig. 2 reveals a very good

agreement for the surface and an excellent agreement, for the thickness. The

simulated Summit is situated approximately 31 km north-north-west of the

real Summit at GRIP, and the maximum discrepancy for the ice surface is

40 m in the sotith-western corner of the region, yvhich is slightly more than 1%

of the typical ice thickness. Due to the high numerical resolution of 4 km, even

marry fine-structures of the ice thickness are reproduced in an unprecedented

way.

120 160 X" :'- X u
1iC loG ZOG 2<<0 280

Fig. 4. Simulation gf'004: The present vicinity of Summit, (a) simulated surface

topography (contours, in km a.s.l., spacing 10 m), Summit path during the model

time t = —250...0 ka (thick line), (b) simulated ice thickness (in km, spacing

200 m). Open circles denote the simulated modern Summit position ~ 31 km

north-north-yvest of GRIP.

The path of the simulated Summit position during the 250,000 model

years, yvhich is also plotted in Fig. 4, shews a total variation of 24 km (eight
ice thicknesses) in yvest-east direction, and 48 km (sixteen ice thicknesses) in

north-south direction. As a consequence, the recent ice column at Summit

experienced strongly varying three-dimensional How conditions in the past,

reaching from vertical compression and horizontal extension (pure shear, at

times yvhen the Summit yvas very close to the present one) to simple-shear
conditions in virtually all directions (at times yvhen the Summit yvas some

ice thicknesses ayvay). Therefore, this divide migration may contribute to

the formation of irregularities such as strongly inclined layers and, perhaps,
overturned folds, which have been observed in the GRIP and GISP2 cores

(Alley et al. [2]) and destroy potentially the stratigraphy.
These varying flow conditions at Summit are further illustrated by Figs. 5,

6, yvhich shew the high-resolution velocity field for yvest-east, and north-
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Fig. 5. Simulated (gf004) ice yclocities m the refuied-subgnd region, for a

west-east transect across the simulated modern Summit Time slices at

127 000 yeais BP (EIVM, panel a), 21,000 vears BP (LGM, parrel b) and the present

(panel c). The simulated present Summit positron is mehcated by the heayy lines
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north-south transect acioss the simulated modern Summit. Time slices at

f 27,000 years BP (EIVM, panel a), 21,000 vears BP (LGM, panel b) arrd the present
(panel c). The simulated present Summit position is indicated bv the heavy lines.
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south transects acioss the simulated modern Summit and foi time slices at

127 000 years BP (EIVM), 21 000 years BP (I GM) and the present Natur¬

ally, the modem ice flow, af the Summit column is of dome type, that is pure

shear wrth the yelocrty yector pornhng denynward throughout the column In

the EIVM and the LGM, hoyveyer, the ice firm at the present Summrt has a

distinct component westyyard and southward so that srmplc shear prevarls
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Fig. 7. I'emperatrnc depth arrd age-depth piohles for GRIP and GISP2 Sohd tem¬

peratures computed by simulation gf004 Dashed temperatures measuied profiles
(Cufiey et al [7] Johnsen (t al [21]) Solid ages computed by simulation gf004
Euleiian method Dash dotted aöes computed by simulation gf004, quasi-steach-
state paiticle-uacmg method Dash dot dotted ages eomputedby simulation gfOl ]

quasi steady-state paiticle tiacmg method Dashed ages uiiient profiles by Dans-

gaard et al [9] Meese et al [23] Soyyeis et al [30]

Frg 7 depicts the computed tempeiahne and age profiles (the latter with

the Euleiian and paiticle tiacmg method bdoyy referred to as 'EM' and

PT lespectneh ) for GRIP and GISP2, and compares them with meas¬

ured tempeiahne profiles (Cufiey et al [7] Johnsen et al [21]) and crurent

datmgs yyhich stem nom a combination ol stiatigiaphic techniques and simple
ice-flow modelling (Dansgaaid et al [9] Meesc et al [23] Soweis et al [30]
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below referred to as "ST/SIFM"). The agreement for the temperature, which

has already been very good in the previous stuclv by Grève [14], is now almost,

perfect as a consequence of the high-resolution subgrid; maximum discrep¬
ancies are less than 1°C. This demonstrates that the ice floyv (yvhich affects

the temperature field strongly due to horizontal and vertical advection) is

captured very adequately in the Summit region, a necessary prerequisite for

reasonable age computations.
For the upper 1500 meters of the two cores, the three shown datings

EM, PT and ST/SIFM fall together very closely. Here. ST/SIFM is based on

annual-layer counting and therefore very precise; the good agreement yvith

EM and PT is therefore a further validation for the computed floyv field. Fur¬

ther down, both EM and PT provide ages approximately one third less than

ST/SIFM. Even though some care is required in interpreting these findings,
the large accuracy for the temperature profile indicates that the EM and PT

results may be more realistic than the previous ST/STFM results based on

less sophisticated modelling approaches.

Large discrepancies become evident for the lowest 500 meters of the cores.

In these parts, EM suffers from the applied numerical diffusion (section 2.4;
cf. also Calov et, al. [6]), even though the choice of mAgc yields a basal age

very close to the value of ST/SIFM (see also Table 2). As discussed in sec¬

tion 2.5, PT does not have this disadvantage clue to the Lagrangian approach.
However, its accuracy is still limited by fire quasi-steady-statc mode yvhich

provides too small ages because the ice particles are traced on the basis of

modern ice velocities only yvhich are rather large clue to the intcrglacial cli¬

mate conditions. A fullv coupled SICOPOLIS/PT simulation in yvhich the

ice particles experience smaller velocities during glacial periods would cer¬

tainly provide larger ages in the loyver parts of the core columns. Thus, once

the coupling between SICOPOLTS and PT is achieved, PT has the potential
to provide very accurate ages also close to the bedrock where EM becomes

unreliable.

4.2 Simulation gf013: diagnostic first-order approximation

The velocities and stresses computed yvith the diagnostic FOA simulation

gf'013 for the modern time slice are shown in Figs. 8, 9. The velocity distri¬

butions in the two transects look very similar to those of the SIA simulation

gf004 (Figs. 5c, 6c). However, in the immediate vicinity of the Summit, the

absolute values are larger as a consequence of the contribution of tl/v, tßtJ and

t3lJ to the effective shear stress (18). yvhich makes the ice softer. In Fig. 8a, a

slight numerical instability becomes evident close to the western and eastern

margin of the domain, yvhich consists of a flip-flop behaviour of the velocity
vectors befyveen adjacent grid points.

The horizontal shear stresses, trz. tyz. do not deviate distinctly from the

SIA solution, yvhich consists of a linear increase yvith depth and a propor¬

tionality to the local surface slope. By contrast, the normal stress deviators,
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_ y - 1860 0 kr | , -., 1
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Fig. 8. Simulation gf013 (a) modern ice velocity, (b) horizontal shear stress /,.,

(c) normal stress deviator tß,, (el) shear stress in vertical planes t,y m the refirred-

subgrid regron, for a yvest-east transect across the simulated modern Summit

Stresses m kPa, posrtrve (negatrve) values are mdicatcd by solid (dotted) contours

f^, ß?y, and the horizontal shear stress in vertical planes, f,j, which do not

play a role in the SIA, are generally larger m the upper parts of the ice

sheet because of larger horizontal velocity gradients. Figs. 8c, d reveal very

clearly that these non-SIA stresses are most significant within a ca. 50 km

circle around Summit, where thev exceed 10 kPa and are of the same order

of magnitude as the horizontal shear stresses. \ erv close to the margins, the

computed stresses become partly spurious, yvhich is certainly related to the

numerical velocitv wiggles reported above.

As a further illustration of the relevance of non-SIA contributions to the

ice dynamics, the profiles of the horizontal velocities, the horizontal shear-

stresses and the normal stress deviators are presented in Fig. 10 for the

Summit of simulation gf'013. In the SIA. e,, v„. tlz and t,lz are zero over

the entire profile at an ice dome, yvhereas the computed FOA solution yields
small, yet non-vanishing values of rip to 0.1 ma-1 for v-,, vy, and of up to

1.5 kPa for t1z, tyz. These stresses are far outweighed bv ß/7 and f?2/ with

maximum values of 45 kPa and 7 kPa, respectively, m the upper part, of the

Summit column.

In addition to the EM and PT age profiles of simulation gf004 discussed

in the previous section. Fig. 7 also shows the age profiles for GRIP and

GISP2 computed yvith PT using the output of simulation gf013. Evidently,
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Fig. 9. Simulation gf013 (a) modern ice yeloeity, (b) horizontal shear stress /, ,

(c) normal stress deyiator t
n (d) shear stiess m yertrcal planes tr ,

m the refinccl-

subgiid region, foi a noith-south transect across the simulated modern Summit

Stresses m kPa, positiye (ncgatiye) yalucs aie indicated by solid (clotted) contom s

the computed ages are approximately one thud smaller than the PT ages of

simulation gf004, which is clue to the laiger FO V yelocitics m the Summit

region Everr though the absolute y allies aie ceitamly unrealistic due to the

quasi-steadv-state mode which rs also applied here this demonstrates that

the inclusion of noimal-shcss effects m the determination of the velocity field

has a non-neghgible influence on computed ages in the Summit legion In the

lowest ca 50 meters of the core columns the PL scheme pioduces heavily

oscillating, meanrrrgless ages clue to limitations of the spatial lesolution of

the yeloeity held these oscillations aie not depicted

5 Conclusions

The dynamics and thermodynamics of the Gieenlanci rce sheet yyas simulated

with the thiee-chmensrorial ice-she et model SICOPOLIS For a 160 x 160 km

legion aiound Summit, a nesting piocedure was applied which alloyys a high-
resoluhon heatment of this legion Mam results aie

• Aery good to excellent agreement between the simulated and the meas¬

ured ice sheet geometry
• Dmmg the last 250 000 yeais. the basal tempeiahne m the Summit region

varied only slightly and yvas always beloyv pressure melting
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Fig. 10. Simulation gf013: Profiles of (a) the horrzorrtal velocity vv, the horizontal

shear stress tez arrd the normal stress deviator t1/,, (b) the horizontal velocity vy,

the horizontal shear stress t,)Z and the normal stress deviator tßtJ, for the simulated

modern Summit.

» The Summit, moved by 16 ice thicknesses in this period. This entails

strongly varying floyv conditions for the modern Summit position.
« The computed datings for GRIP and GISP2 agree well yvith current dat-

ings (Dansgaard et al. [9], Meese et al. [23], Soyvers et al. [30]) doyvir to

1500 meters depth. Further down, our results indicate by approximately
one third lower ages. For the last ca. 400 meters above the bedrock, the

EM ages are falsified by artificial diffusion, and the PT ages suffer from

the quasi-steady-state approximation applied for this method.

» Normal stress deviators and shear stresses in vertical planes, yvhich arc

neglected in the widely used shallow-ice approximation, are important in

a ca. 50 km circle around Summit. They tend to increase the ice velocities

and should thus be accounted for yvhen attempting to compute precise

datings for GRIP and GISP2.

Future yvork yvill therefore comprise the full coupling between SICOPOLIS

and the particle-tracing algorithm in order to capture the impact of the time-

dependent velocity field on the particle paths. Once this is achieved, a very

precise method yvill be af hand in order to compute diffusion-free age-depth
profiles down to the bedrock. Furthermore, a simpler and more efficient, al¬

gorithm for the inclusion of non-SIA stresses in the Summit region, based

on a perturbation analysis of the model equations for ice sheets (Baral [3]),
is currently under development. This yvill allow to carry out time-dependent
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simulations over long periods under inclusion of non-SIA stresses, instead

of the diagnostic assessment conducted here yvith the extremely CPU-time-

consuming FOA algorithm.
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